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1 Introduction 
Bulgarian is the national language of the Republic of Bulgaria - the native 
language of its ethnic Slavonic majority. The estimated population of 
Bulgaria in 1986 was close to 9 million, nearly 85 per cent of whom were 
recorded as ethnic Bulgarians. Modern Bulgarian directly continues the 
Slavonic dialects spoken in the eastern Balkan Peninsula from the time of 
the arrival of Slavs in the middle of the first millennium AD. It is first 
recorded in the earliest Slavonic, that is Old Church Slavonic (Old 
Bulgarian), manuscripts. 

Four periods are customarily distinguished in the history of Bulgarian: 
(1) the prehistoric period (essentially Proto-SIavonic), from the time of the 
Slavonic invasion of the eastern Balkans to the Cyrillo-Methodian mission 
to Moravia in the ninth century; (2) Old Bulgarian - the ninth to the 
eleventh centuries, reflected in Old Church Slavonic manuscripts; (3) 
Middle Bulgarian - from the end of the eleventh to the beginning of the 
fifteenth century, a time of rich literary activity and major structural inno-
vation; (4) Modern Bulgarian - from the end of Middle Bulgarian to the 
present, including the years of Ottoman domination (early fifteenth century 
to 1878). 

While the early stages of a number of major innovations are perhaps 
attested in Old Church Slavonic texts, the most significant changes in the 
evolution of Modern Bulgarian appear to have begun in the Middle and 
early Modern periods. Details of these changes are not reflected syste-
matically in written records. The penetration of vernacular features into the 
written language was impeded for a number of reasons, most importantly 
conservative scribal attitudes and various orthographic reforms which arti-
ficially normalized scribal practices during Middle Bulgarian. 

Written records from the first two centuries of Modern Bulgarian are 
quite limited owing to the Ottoman conquest, which severely curtailed the 
rich literary activity of earlier years. After approximately 1600 - the time 
of the beginning of the Bulgarian Възраждане/Vazraždane 'Renaissance' 
- increasingly numerous vernacular intrusions into popular texts suggest 
that the major changes differentiating Modern Bulgarian from its pre-
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decessor were essentially complete. In so far as continuing conservative 
orthographic conventions make textual evidence problematical, we can 
only reconstruct the general lines of the actual processes of these changes. 

The form of the modern Bulgarian literary language began to take shape 
only towards the middle of the nineteenth century. Earlier, within the 
prolific literary activity that developed from the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, three different orthographic positions competed with one another: 
(1) conservative, advocating a modern literary language based on the 
Russian/Serbian recension of Church Slavonic used in the Bulgarian 
Orthodox Church at that time; (2) progressive, calling for a literary 
language based on the speech of one or the other of the most influential 
regions of nineteenth-century Bulgaria; (3) intermediate, advocating use of 
those features shared by all regional dialects plus Church Slavonic features 
whenever the dialects differed. The emergence of north-eastern Bulgaria in 
the middle of the nineteenth century as the nation's cultural, economic and 
political centre led to wide acceptance of north-eastern dialects as the basis 
for the literary language. Of these dialects, that of Tarnovo, one of north-
eastern Bulgaria's most important cities and the country's first modern 
capital, was taken as the model for the emerging literary language. On 5 
February 1899, the Bulgarian Ministry of Education officially codified the 
modern literary language with the adoption of the first orthographic system 
sanctioned for the entire nation. Reformed to any significant extent only 
once, in February 1945, this system remains in use today. 

Despite the fact that the modern Bulgarian literary language reflects the 
north-eastern dialect of Tarnovo, it incorporates a number of non-eastern, 
western features (the major dialect division of Bulgarian is east versus west; 
see section 6). Originally, 'westernisms' were due to adoption of a number 
of Church Slavonic features coincidentally identical to features of western 
Bulgarian. However, with the shift of the Bulgarian capital from Tarnovo 
to Sofia (in the centre of western Bulgaria) in 1879 and the latter's rapid 
growth into the nation's single most influential urban centre, literary 
Bulgarian began a gradual process of accommodation to the native dialect 
of the new capital. As a result, the official literary language - described in 
standard reference works (Георгиева, Станков/Georgieva, Stankov 
1983; Тилков, Бояджиев/Tilkov, Bojadžiev 1981; Граматика/ 
Gramatika 1982-3; Пашов, Първев/Pašov, Parvev 1979; Романски/ 
Romanski 1955-9; Чолакова/Čolakova 1977-90) - represents no 
naturally occurring regional dialect. Rather, it is an artificial hybrid, learned 
to a greater or lesser extent by all Bulgarians in the course of their 
schooling. 

Prescriptively correct Bulgarian is spoken only under the most formal 
circumstances and only by speakers particularly concerned with proper 
usage. In less formal circumstances, non-literary features characteristic of 
speakers' regional dialects frequently occur. The speech of many educated 
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Bulgarians represents a continuum, with the colloquial, non-literary speech 
of their native regions at one end and the learned, literary standard at the 
other. In actual usage, speakers move back and forth between these two 
poles, incorporating, to various degrees, non-literary features into their 
formal speech and vice versa. Since the Second World War, owing to the 
rapid growth of the population and cultural prestige of Sofia, the 
westernized conversational speech of educated natives of the city has 
gained increasing prestige and has come to be regarded by some linguists as 
a (if not the) standard spoken variant of the literary language. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 

Table 5.1 Vowel phonemes 

Front Central Back 

High i u 
Mid e a о 
Low a 

/ i e u о/ are relatively lax. / a / is tenser and higher than [a], but lower than 
Russian [i]. Word-initial vowels are preceded by a glottal stop. 

Unstressed vowels are shorter and weaker than their stressed counter-
parts, and approach one another pair-wise, /i<>e a<>a u<>o/, without 
merging completely - at least not in careful literary speech (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 1: 132). Unstressed word-final vowels are often voiceless. 

Vowels are nasalized before nasal consonants followed by fricatives; 
often the nasal consonant is lost: онзи/ónzi [pnzi] ~ [pzi] 'that (м SG)'. 

In native Bulgarian words vowel sequences occur only across morpheme 
boundaries: знаеш/znaeš /zna-e-š/ 'know-PRS-2 SG'. In borrowings they 
are common: театър/teatar 'theatre'. 

/ t d s z с 1/ are alveo-dental, / n r / alveolar. The acute accent ( ' ) 
marks palatalization in labials and alveolars. Alveo-palatal obstruents are 
weakly palatalized. Palatalized labials are pronounced by many Bulgarians 
as sequences of [Q]; palatalized alveo-dentals, especially / п ' Г r ' / , may 
shift towards alveo-palatals. 

/ n / has a velar allophone, [q], before velars: raTaHKa/gatanka 
[gataqka] 'riddle'. 

/1/ is markedly velarized except before front vowels. 
/ с / and /x / have voiced allophones [3] and [y] before voiced obstru-
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Table 5.2 Consonant phonemes 

Labio- Alveo- Alveo-
Bilabial dental dental palatal Palatal Velar 

Stops p p' 
b b' 

Fricatives f f' 
v v' 

t t' 
d d' 
s s' 
z z' 
C c' 

š 
ž 
č 
3 

k' g' k 
g 
x 

Affricates 

Nasals m m' 
Laterals 
Trills 
Glide 

n n' 
1 Г 
r r' 

ents (except /v v7 ; see below), / x / has a palatal allophone [x'] before 
front vowels (see below). 

Some inventories of Bulgarian phonemes include /x ' 3 3 ' / . However, 
/ х ' з ' / occur only in foreign proper nouns, for example, Хюм/Xjum 
/x'um/ from English Hume, Ядзя/Jadzja /ja3'a/ from Polish Jadzia. 
Besides foreign proper nouns, /3 / occurs in a small number of non-
literary, dialectal words which, if used in the literary language, regularly 
replace /3 / by /z / : дзифт/dzift ~ зифт/zift 'tar'. 

Obstruents contrast voice before sonorants and /v v ' / : боб/bób /bop/ 
'bean' versus nón/póp /pop/ 'priest', твбй/tvoj /tvoj/ 'your-SG (м SG)' 
versus двбр/dvor /dvor/ 'yard'. Otherwise they are voiceless word-finally 
or before voiceless obstruents, and voiced before voiced obstruents. 

Palatalized and non-palatalized consonants contrast only before non-
front vowels. Moreover, in native words they contrast before /a u о/ only 
across morpheme boundaries: хбдя/xodja /xod'-а/ '(I) walk' (= 'walk-1 
SG') versus xófla/xóda /xod-а/ 'the course' (= 'course-the'), бял/bjal 
/b 'al/ 'white (м SG)' versus бал /bal /bal/ 'ball (= dance)'. Otherwise -
word-finally, before consonants or before front vowels - they are non-
palatalized. 

Palatals and velars contrast before non-front vowels; palatals occur here 
only in words of foreign origin: гол/gól /gól/ 'naked (M SG)' versus гьол/ 
gjól /g ol/ 'puddle' (from Turkish). Otherwise palatals are regular before 
front vowels, velars elsewhere. 

After vowels / j / occurs at the end of words or before consonants (мой/ 
mój 'my (M SG)', дайте/dąjte '(you-PL) give!'); before non-front vowels it 
occurs word-initially or after vowels (язва/jazva 'ulcer', моя/mója 'my (F 
SG)'). It neither follows consonants, nor precedes front vowels - except 
word-initially in a few borrowings (йезуит/jezuit 'Jesuit'). 

Geminate consonants occur only across morpheme boundaries: отдел/ 
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otdel /od-del/ 'department, section' (— 'of-part'). Consonant clusters are 
subject to other constraints (rpaMaTHKa/Gramatika 1: 135ff.). 

The letters of the Bulgarian alphabet and their standard transliteration 
according to the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences are shown in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Bulgarian alphabet 

a а K k Ф f 
6 b л 1 x h [here transliterated x] 
в v M m Ц с 
г g H n ч č 
Д d 0 0 Ш š 
e e n P Щ št 
ж ž p r ъ a [here transliterated a] 
3 z с s ь j [here transliterated '; occurs only in ьо/'о] 
и i T t ю ju 
й j У u я ja 

Except for the details that follow, orthographic spellings give a close 
approximation of phonemic representations (tables 5.1 and 5.2). However: 

1 щ denotes / š t / . / 3 / is written дж/dž. To the extent that it occurs at 
all, / 3 / is written дз/dz. 

2 Spellings show the underlying (morphophonemic) voicing of obstru-
ents; compare 'alive' м SG жив/živ /žif / versus F SG жива/živa 
/živa/. 

3 Palatal and palatalized consonants before non-front vowels are indi-
cated by я (for / a / and / а / ) , ю ( / u / ) , ьо ( / о / ) . Two of these 
symbols, я and ю, also indicate / j / followed by /a a / and / u / , 
respectively (see examples above). Otherwise, / j / is written й: мой/ 
mój 'my (м SG)'. 

4 The letter я is ambiguous. Most frequently it represents / a / after 
palatals, palatalized consonants or / j / . It is also used in two morpho-
logical categories for / a / after palatalized consonants or / j / : (a) 
masculine singular definite article, for example, денят/denjat 
/den 'at / 'the day (SBJ)'; (b) first person singular/third person plural 
present tense forms of first-/second-conjugation verbs: ходя/xodja 
/xod'a/ 'I walk', броят/brojat /brojat/ 'they count'. 

5 Similarly, a is ambiguous; in two categories it marks / a / , not / a / : (a) 
objective (not subjective) masculine singular definite article of nouns: 
rpafla/grada /grada/ 'the city (M SG OBJ)'; (b) first person singular/ 
third person plural present forms of first-/second-conjugation verbs: 
пекат/pekat /pekat/ 'they bake'. 
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/ a / is the regular Bulgarian reflex of PS1. *p and 'strong' *ъ: *pętb път/ 
pat 'road', *гъ/ъ зъл/zM 'evil (м SG)'. Later in the history of Bulgarian, 
/ a / was inserted to break up stem-final consonant clusters terminating in 
liquids or nasals ('epenthetic a'): *dobrb добър/dobar 'good (M SG)' 
(compare F SG добра/dobra), / e / is the regular reflex of PSI. *ę and 
strong *ь: *pftb пет/pet 'five', *dbnb дён/dćn 'day'. Weak *ъ/ь were 
generally lost: *ГЪ/Я зла/zla 'evil (F SG)', *dbni дни/dni 'days'. However, 
weak *ъ/ь remained in a number of monosyllabic roots (Velcheva 1988: 
146-8): дъно/dano 'bottom' from *dbno, пёсове/pesove 'dogs' plural of 
пёс/pes from *pbsb. 1Ъеге is a small number of examples in which PS1. 
*ь, weak or strong, gives / a / ('Umlaut of jers\ Velcheva 1988: 136-9): 
*рьпь gives пън/рап 'stump', *tbma gives тъмаЛата 'darkness'. 

Bulgarian has lengthened and metathesized reflexes for Proto-Slavonic 
liquid diphthongs with *o/e: 

*gordb град/grid 'city' 
*bolto блато/blato 'swamp' 
•bergb бряг/bijag 'shore' 
*melko мляко/mljako 'milk' 

Proto-Slavonic liquid diphthongs with *ъ/ь + l/r merged with 
sequences of *l/r + ъ/ь with loss of the distinction between ъ and ь. 
Subsequently / a / developed in all instances, before or after the liquid 
depending on the following consonantal environment: liquid-vowel before 
two consonants, vowel-liquid before consonant-vowel. This is the origin of 
the metathesis alternation described in section 2.3 (see examples there). 

PS1. *f/(and *kt+ front vowel), *djgave /št žd/: 

*svetjb свёщ/svešt 'candle' 
*noktb нощ/nóst 'night' 
*medja межда/mežda 'boundary' 

Bulgarian word stress is dynamic: stressed syllables are louder and 
longer and have a higher fundamental frequency than unstressed syllables. 
Stress is free: it may fall on any syllable of a polysyllabic word. It is mobile: 
its position may vary in inflection and derivation. Compare: 

'city' SG град/grad : SG DEF градът/gradat: PL градовё/gradove 
'bridge' SG мост/móst : SG DEF мостът/móstat : PL мостове/mostove 

Stress is distinctive: вълна/гё1па 'wool' versus вълна/valna 'wave'. For 
stress patterns of major lexical categories see section 3. 

Simple Bulgarian words have a single stressed syllable. Compound 
words may carry a secondary stress, or even two stresses of equal prom-
inence; for example, най-добър/naj-dobar 'best' (= 'most-good'), 
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сйлнотоковЛНпоиэкоу 'high-tension ( M SG A D J ) ' . 

Bulgarian distinguishes three small classes of inherently stressless clitics: 
proclitics, enclitics and variable clitics (either enclitic or proclitic depend-
ing on syntactic conditions). See 4.1 for details. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-SIavonic 
1 Velar - a I veo-pa la tal: /k g x sk zg/ ~ /č ž š št žd/ - reflexes of the 
Proto-SIavonic first regressive palatalization of velars before front vowels 
and */. Extremely common in Modern Bulgarian, the alternation is no 
longer conditioned solely by phonological factors. In inflection, it is limited 
to three categories: (1) a few masculine vocatives in /-e/: 'god' SG бог/ 
bóg, voc боже/bóźe; (2) certain types of first-conjugation verbs: 'weep' 
1 SG PRS плача/р1аса, 1 SG AOR плаках/р!аках; (3) two anomalous 
neuter plurals: 'eye' SG око/око, PL очи/ос! and 'ear' SG yxó/uxó, PL 
уши/uši. In derivation, it occurs in diverse nominal and verbal formations; 
for example, мляко/mljako 'milk' : млечен/mlečen 'milky, of milk (M 
SG)', глух/glux 'deaf (M SG)' : глушёя/glušeja '(I) grow deaf'. 

2 Velar ~ dental: /k g x/ ~ /с z s/ - reflexes of the Proto-SIavonic 
second and third palatalizations of velars. The alternation is regular 
(though with exceptions) in the plural of masculine nouns with polysyllabic 
stems, for example, 'language, tongue' SG език/ezik, PL езици/ezici. It 
occurs in the plural of two common feminine nouns, 'hand, arm' SG ръка / 
raka, PL ръцё/гасе and 'foot, leg' (dialectal) SG Hora/noga, PL нозё/ 
noze. In derivation it is uncommon; for example, малко/nmlko 'little, 
few': м а л ц и н с т в о / т а к и ^ о 'minority'. 

The interaction of the two preceding alternations creates a small number 
of alternations of /c z/ with /č ž/; for example, 'old man' SG старец/ 
starec : voc старче/starče. 

3 Jotation reflects the influence of PS1. *j on preceding dentals and labials 
(velars above): 

labials: / p b v m/ ~ /рГ Ы' vi' ml7 
dentals: / t d st s z n 1 r / ~ /št žd št š ž n ' Г rV 

Though once widespread in Old Bulgarian, these alternations are now 
extremely limited. In inflection, only the alternations /s z 1 r/ ~ / š ž Г г ' / 
are preserved in the paradigms of certain first-conjugation verbs: 'write' 
1 SG PRS пиша/piša, 1 SG AOR nńcax/płsax. In derivation, all of the 
alternations occur in isolated, unproductive formations. All examples of 
alternating labials, most of alternating /s z/ and many of / t d st/ are in 
borrowings from Russian or Russian Church Slavonic: 'send' 1 SG AOR 
PRFV пратих/ргайх, 1 SG A O R IMPFV npaujax/praStax; давя/davja '(I) 
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drown (ITR)', давление/davlenie 'pressure (from Russian or Russian 
Church Slavonic)'; коза/кога 'goat', кожа/kóźa 'skin'. 

Rare examples of PS1. *kt/gt before front vowels, which develop like *(/, 
are included here; for example, MÓra/moga '(I) can', Mouj/most 'power'. 

This set of alternations was radically reshaped by two historical develop-
ments: (a) the simplification of sequences of labial and /17 to palatalized 
labials (the loss of 'epenthetic l' originally arising in Proto-SIavonic from 
labial + j) and (b) the substitution of / t ' d ' s' z ' / for /št žd š ž/ , respec-
tively. The result is the alternation of homorganic palatalized and non-
palatalized consonants, / p b f v m t d s z / ~ / p ' b ' f ' v ' m ' t ' d ' 
s' z ' / , in place of the earlier alternations. The newer alternations are 
common in paradigms of certain first- and second-conjugation verbs; for 
example, 'drip' 1 SG PRS кгшя/kapja, 1 SG AOR капах/карах; 'walk' 1 SG 
PRS ходя/xodja, 1 SG AOR хбдих/xodix. They are also common in verbal 
derivation; for example, 'turn' 1 SG PRS PRFV извъртя/izvartja, 1 SG PRS 
IMPFV извъртявам/izvartjavam. 

4 о ~ e: This alternation is a vestige of the Proto-SIavonic change of back 
vowels to front vowels after alveo-palatal consonants or the reflexes of the 
third palatalization of velars. Compare: градове/gradove 'cities', but 
6póeBe/bróeve 'numbers' (SG брой/brój). The alternation is non-
productive and lexically limited, and allows numerous alternatives; for 
example, змейове/zmejove ~ змееве/zmeeve 'dragons'. 

5 Consonant truncation: Consonants are deleted before other consonants 
or at the end of a word. This alternation comprises a number of special 
cases, (a) / j / is deleted in the inflection of first-conjugation verbs which 
show stem-final / j / in the present tense; truncation here is regular and 
productive, though morphologically conditioned: 'drink' 1 SG PRS пия/ 
pija, 1 SG AOR nńx/pix (but compare 2 PL IMP пийте/pijte). (b) Stem-
final / t d / are regularly deleted before /1/ in the aorist participle of 
first-conjugation verbs: 'read' 1 SG PRS чета/četa, м SG AOR PART чёл/ 
čel. (с) /n s t / alternate with 0 in singular and plural forms of some neuter 
nouns: 'time' SG врёме/vreme, PL времена/vremena; 'taxi' SG такси/ 
taksi, PL TaKCHTa/taksita. The alternations occur sporadically elsewhere in 
inflection and derivation: зная/znaja '(I) know', знак/гпак 'sign'. 

6 Vowel truncation: Stem-final vowels alternate with 0 in verbal inflection 
(the relevant stem elements are italicized in the following transliterated 
examples): 'walk' 1 SG PRS ходя/лии/уа, 1 SG AOR ХОДИХ/ЛКИЙХ; 'write' 
1 SG PRS пиша/piša, 1 SG AOR писаx/pisax. 

7 /t/ ~ /s/: This alternation is limited to a few derivationally related 
items, such as страдам/stradam '(I) suffer', страст/strast 'passion'. 
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8 Ablaut: Vestiges of Proto-Slavonic ablaut are preserved in derivation, 
particularly aspectual derivation; for example, бера/Ьега '(I) gather', 
йзбор/izbor 'selection'; 'die' 1 SG PRS PRFV умра/итга, 1 SG PRS IMPFV 
умирам/шшгат. A few examples occur in verbal inflection: 'gather' 1 SG 
PRS бера/Ьега, 1 SG AOR 6pax/brax. 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after Proto-
Slavonic 
Here three types are distinguished with respect to the conditions of their 
application. 

1 General, phonologically conditioned, optional alternations. In casual 
speech these apply across word boundaries as well as within words. 

(a) CC ~ C: Geminate consonants, which arise principally across 
morpheme boundaries (see above), alternate with their single counter-
parts: оттук/ottuk /ottuk ~ otiik/ 'from here'. 

(b) alveo-dental ~ alveo-palatal: /t d s z с/ ~ / č 3 š ž č/, respectively, 
before /Č3ŠŽ/: безжизнен/bezžiznen /bezžiznen ~ bežžiznen/, 
and with reduction of geminate /žž/ /bežiznen/ 'lifeless (м SG)'. 

(c) ST ~ S: / s z š ž/ before a word boundary or other consonant, 
/st zd št žd/ otherwise; for example, Mouj/mošt /mošt ~ moš/ 
'power', 'powerful' м SG MOUjeH/mošten /mošten/ and F SG мощна/ 
mostna /moštna ~ mošna/. 

(d) E ~ J: unstressed / e / and / i / contiguous to a lower, usually stressed, 
vowel become / j / ; thus, материал/material /material ~ mateijal/ 
'material', баща й/bašta i /baštai ~ baštaj/ 'her father' (= 'father 
her-DAT'). Similarly, / u o / become [w]: воал/voal [voał ~ vwał] 
'veil'. Sequences of consonant and [j]/[w] of this source are often 
pronounced as palatalized or labialized consonants: [mater'al], [vwał]. 

2 General, phonologically conditioned, but obligatory alternations. 

(a) Word-final devoicing: Word-final voiceless obstruents alternate with 
voiced obstruents before non-obstruents. Compare 'city' м SG град/ 
grad /grat/ and PL градове/gradove /gradove/. While obstruents 
devoice before enclitics (except the definite article), they do not 
devoice at the end of prepositions; compare: град ли/grad li /gratli/ 
'a city?' (compare rpafli>T/grad4t/grad4t/ 'the city') and под 
липите/pod lipite /podlipite/ 'under the lindens'. 

(b) Voicing assimilation in clusters: A voiced obstruent alternates with a 
voiceless obstruent before a voiceless obstruent; a voiceless obstruent 
alternates with a voiced obstruent before a voiced obstruent. For 
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example, 'sweet' М SG сладък/sladak /sladak/ ~ F SG сладка/ 
sladka /slatka/, сват/svat /svat/ 'matchmaker' ~ сватба/svatba 
/svadba/ 'wedding'. The same alternation occurs between fully 
stressed words and clitics, and in colloquial speech between fully 
stressed words as well: от баба/ot baba /odbaba/ 'from grand-
mother', без това/bez tova /bestova/ 'without this (N SG)'. The alter-
nation applies allophonically to /с x/; for example, четох ги/cetox gi 
/cetoyg 'i/ '(I) read (AOR) them'. Presumably inherited from Proto-
Slavonic, the alternation became much more frequent with the loss of 
weak *ъ/ь. 

/ w ' / followed by sonorants do not cause preceding voiceless 
obstruents to become voiced: сват/svat /svat/ 'matchmaker'; but от 
вдовицата/ot vdovicata /odvdovicata/ 'from the widow'. Between a 
voiceless obstruent and a sonorant /v v 7 are optionally voiceless: 
/svat ~ sfat/. 

(c) Velar ~ palatal: / k ' g 7 before front vowels ~ /k g/ elsewhere (the 
rule applies allophonically to /x / ) ; for instance, 'book' F SG книга/ 
kniga /kniga/ ~ PL книги/knigi /knig'i/. It occurs across word 
boundaries in casual speech. The alternation arose after the change of 
PS1. *yto i, well after the velar palatalizations of Proto-Slavonic. 

(d) C' ~ С: Palatalized consonants before non-front vowels alternate with 
non-palatalized consonants elsewhere. This alternation is the result of 
relatively recent changes which eliminated palatalized consonants 
before front vowels, consonants, and word boundaries, as in 'land' F SG 
земя/zemja : PL земи/zemi: земна/гетпа 'earthly, earthen (F SG)' : 
земляк/zemljak 'countryman'; 'blue' F SG синя/sinja : N SG синьо/ 
sin'o : M SG син/sin : PL сини/sini 'blue'. 

(e) /i/ — 0: / j / before back vowels, consonants or word boundaries alter-
nates with 0 before front vowels; for example, м SG 'my' мой/mój 
versus PL мои/mói. This alternation is perhaps optional (Маслов/ 
Maslov 1981: 51). 

(f) /j ~ CV: Root-initial / j / alternates with palatalization of prefix-final 
consonant; thus, ям/jam '(I) eat' but обядвам/objadvam 
/ob'advam/ '(I) dine'. 

(g) /s/ ~ 0: / s / alternates with 0 between /št st č š ž/ and /k / . This 
alternation occurs only in adjectives with the derivational suffix /-sk-/; 
for example, чёшки/češki 'Czech (M SG)' from the noun /cex-/ + 
/-sk-/ with /x / to / š / (see 2.2). 

3 Lexically restricted alternations, conditioned by phonological factors, 
morphological factors or a combination. All have exceptions. 

(a) С'a ~ Ce: Stressed / a / preceded by a palatalized consonant alter-
nates with / e / (stressed or unstressed) preceded by a non-palatalized 
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consonant. The alternation is lexically limited to approximately 90-100 
stems and several affixes (Scatton 1984, appendices 1 and 2). Other-
wise it is conditioned by phonological factors: /С ' а / if the alternating 
syllable is stressed and not followed by (1) a palatalized or alveo-
palatal consonant; (2) a consonant cluster containing such a con-
sonant; or (3) a syllable containing a front vowel; otherwise /Če/ or 
/Če/ . Thus: 'blind' M SG сляп/sljap : PL слепи/slepi : слепчо/ 
slepčo 'blind man' : заслепя/zaslepja '(I) blind'. Exceptions are 
common: for instance, 'place', N SG място/mjasto and PL места/ 
mesta, but related adjective мёстна/mestna 'local (F SG)'. The alter-
nation is the result of the characteristic north-eastern Bulgarian 
treatment of PS1. *e jat'. 

(b) Metathesis: As a result of the development of Proto-SIavonic liquid 
diphthongs with *ъ/ь (section 2.1), the position of the consonants 
/ r 1/ with respect to / a / varies as a function of the following environ-
ment: /га/ and / la/ before two consonants, /a r / and /al/ before a 
consonant followed by a vowel. Lexically limited, the alternation is 
common in derivation, but infrequent in inflection; for example, 
върба/varba 'willow tree' : Връбница/Vrabnica 'Palm Sunday'. In 
monosyllabic forms with more than one consonant after the liquid-
vowel sequence, / a / always follows the liquid: кръст/krast 'cross'. In 
other monosyllabic forms, both orders occur: гръм/gram 'thunder' 
versus вълк/valk 'wolf. Exceptions are numerous: смъртна/ 
smartna 'fatal (FSG)'. See Scatton (1984, appendix 3) for details. 

(c) Vowel ~ 0: In the inflectional and derivational patterns of many 
nominal and verbal forms, / a / and / e / alternate with 0. The alter-
nation is the idiosyncratic property of many roots and affixes. For 
example, 'day' м SG ден/den : PL дни/dni; 'silver (ADJECTIVE)' M SG 
сребърен/srebaren : F SG срёбърнаЛгёЬагпа : срёбърник/ 
srebarnik 'silver coin' : сребро/srebró 'silver (N)'. The alternation is 
the result of the evolution of the PS1. *ъ/ь plus the apparent epenthesis 
of / a / in word-final clusters of consonant plus liquid (see section 2.1). 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 

Bulgarian nominal morphology includes the following categories: 

1 Number, singular versus plural; masculine nouns use a separate count 
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form (Bulgarian бройна форма/brójna fórma) with cardinal 
numerals. 

2 Definiteness, expressed by a definite article, postposed to the first 
nominal constituent of definite noun phrases. 

3 Case (extremely limited): Two classes of nouns and masculine singular 
adjectives have singular vocative forms (non-productive and limited). 
The masculine singular definite article contrasts subjective and objec-
tive forms (a distinction not strictly observed in colloquial Bulgarian). 
Personal pronouns and the masculine personal interrogative pronoun 
кой/kój 'who' (and other pronouns derived from it) have nominative, 
accusative and dative forms; non-clitic dative forms, however, are 
replaced by prepositional phrases (see 3.1.3). 

Other case forms were common in the literary language in the past, 
particularly for masculine personal nouns; for example, NOM 
Владимир/Vladimir, DAT Владимиру/Vladimiru, ACC Влад-
имира/Vladimira. They are now found only in regional, non-literary 
dialects (see section 6). For case vestiges in adverbial formations, 
see section 3.1.4. 

4 Grammatical gender: masculine, feminine, neuter, reflected in the 
number suffixes (singular/plural) of nouns. In addition, gender and 
number are the basis for agreement of verbal and other nominal forms 
with nouns. Gender is natural only to the extent that certain nouns 
denoting humans, regardless of their inflectional patterns, are 
masculine or feminine for agreement purposes depending on their 
meaning; for example, although inflected like a feminine noun in / -a / , 
слуга/sluga '(male) servant' shows masculine agreement; likewise 
чичо/čičo 'uncle', although it is inflected like a neuter noun in / -о/ . 
In addition, a small number of nouns with singulars in / -a / which 
denote men or women show masculine or feminine agreement depend-
ing on the sex of their referents; for instance, пияница/pijanica 
'drunkard'. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
The most important inflectional patterns of nouns are as follows: 

1 Masculine singular /-0/ 

SG INDEF SG VOC 
сине 
sine 
граде 
grade 
учителю 
učitelju 

PL INDEF 
синовё 
sinove 

PL COUNT 
Monosyllabic 'son' син 

sin 
'city' град 

grad 
градовё 
gradove 
учители 
učiteli 

сина 
sina 
града 
grada 

Polysyllabic 'teacher' учител 
učitel 

учителя 
učitelja 
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Vowel-zero alternations are common in this class: the vowel occurs in all 
singular forms and the count plural, zero in other plural forms: 'fool' SG 
глупец/glupec, voc глупецо/glupeco - PL глупци/glupci. 

Vocative suffixes are / -e / , / -u / (see above), or / -о / ('man, husband' 
мъж/maž - мъжо/mažo; 'citizen' гражданин/graždanin - граж-
данино/graždanino). Their distribution depends on the stem-final con-
sonant (Scatton 1984: 140-2). 

/-ove/ is the regular plural suffix for monosyllabic stems. After / j / , it is 
sometimes replaced by /-eve/: 'tea' чай/čaj - чаеве/čaeve. Often / - i / 
replaces /-ove/, especially in borrowings: 'day' ден/den - дни/dni, 'fact' 
факт/fakt - факти/fakti (borrowed from Latin). 

Several common monosyllabic nouns take other plural suffixes: /-išta/: 
'path, road' път/pat - пътища/patišta; / -a / : 'brother' брат/brat -
братя/bratja (with irregular palatalization of / t / ) ; 'foot' крак/krak -
крака/кгака; / -e / : 'man, husband' мъж/maž - мъже/maže. 

/ - i / is the regular plural suffix for polysyllabic stems; here stem-final 
velars generally become dentals: 'pupil' ученик/učenik - ученици/ 
učenici. Exceptions are common, especially in borrowings: 'dinner jacket' 
(from English via Russian) CMÓKHHr/smoking - смокинги/smókingi. 
The suffix /-in-/ is lost in the plural: 'citizen' гражданин/graždanin -
граждани/graždani. Rarely, /-ove/ occurs for expected /- i / : 'fire' огън/ 
ógan - огньове/ogn'ove. 

Alternative plural forms are common: 'sign' знак/гпак - знаци/znaci 
~ знакове/znakove. 

The suffix of the plural count form is / - a / - never stressed. 
In vocative and count forms, stress falls on the same stem-syllable as in 

the singular. Monosyllabic stems show three possibilities in the plural: 

Stem 'sign' знак/гпак znaKoee/znakove 
Suffix initial 'chair' стол/stól cmnoBe/stolove 
Suffix final 'city' град/grid градовё/gradove 

The first pattern is by far the most common. For polysyllabic stems, stress 
is fixed on the stem: 'pupil' ученик/učenik - ученици/učenici; an 
apparent shift to the plural suffix occurs with the loss of stressed suffixal 
vowels: 'fool' глупец/glupec - глупци/glupci. 

2 Neuter nouns with SG /-o/ (/-e/), PL /-a/ 

'place' 
'heart' 
'doctrine' 

SG INDEF 
място/mjasto 
сърцё/sarce 
учение/učenie 

PL INDEF 
места /mesta 
сърца/šarca 
учения/učenija 

The singular suffix / -о / may be / -e / after stems terminating in palatalized, 
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palatal or, rarely, other consonants. Other suffixes are rare: / - i / (two 
examples): 'eye' око/око - очи/oči, 'ear' yxo/uxo - уши/uši (both with 
velar to alveo-palatal); / -e / (three examples): 'wing' крило/kriló -
крилё/krile ( ~ крила/krila), 'knee' коляно/koljano - колене/kolene 

колена/kolena), 'shoulder' рамо/гато - рамене/гатепё 
рамена/гатепа). 

Stress is usually fixed on the stem ('doctrine' above) or the suffix 
('heart'). Some nouns shift stress from stem to plural suffix, for instance 
'place'. 

A number of kinship terms and names for men have singulars in / -o / ; 
they use the plural suffix /-ovci/; stress is fixed: 'grandfather' дядо/djado 
- дядовци/djadovci. 

3 Neuter nouns with SG /-e/, PL /-eCa/ 

SG INDEF PL INDEF 
'lamb' arHe/agne araeTa/agneta 
'stool' столче/stolče стблчета/stolčeta 

This formation is regular for neuter nouns with the common diminutive 
suffix / -e / or any of its variants, like /-če/ . Stress is fixed. The suffix /- ta/ 
is productive for foreign borrowings terminating in / - i / or / -u / (unknown 
as singular suffixes in native nouns): 'taxi' такси/taksi - таксита/taksita. 

Seven nouns take stressed /-na/ instead of /- ta/ : 'seed' семе/seme -
семена/semena; also време/vreme 'time', име/ime 'name'. 

Stressed /-sa/ occurs with two neuters in / -о / or / -e / : 'sky, heaven' 
небе/пеЬе (archaic нёбо ~ небо/пёЬо ~ nebó) - He6eca/nebesa, 
'miracle' чудо/čudo - чудеса/čudesa. A few other plurals of this type are 
archaic alternatives to regular formations; thus, 'speech' OTIOBO/SIOVO -
слова/slova and archaic словеса/slovesa. 

4 Feminine nouns with SG /-a/ 

SG INDEF SG VOC PL INDEF 
'woman, wife' жена жёно жени 

žena ženo ženi 
'land' земя зёмьо земи 

zemja zem 'o zemi 

The vocative is regularly formed with / -о / (see above) or / -e / ('tsarina' 
царица/сапса - царице/сапсе) (Scatton 1984: 140-2 for rules and 
exceptions). Stress in the vocative is always on the stem. The plural suffix is 
/- i / , before which velars do not become alveo-palatals. Two nouns take 
/ -e / with shift of velar to dental: 'arm, hand' ръка/гака - ръцё/гасё and 
'leg, foot' (dialectal) Hora/noga - нозё/noze. 
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This pattern also includes some masculine personal nouns: '(male) 
servant' SG слуга/sluga, v o c слуго/slugo, PL слуги/slugi. 

Vocative forms aside, the stress of nouns in / - a / is fixed. 

5 Feminine nouns with SG /-0/ 

SG INDEF PL INDEF 
'song' пёсен/pesen песни/pesni 
'bone' кост/kóst кости/kósti 

The plural suffix is / - i / . Vowel-zero alternations occur (section 2.3). Stress 
is fixed (except with the definite article: see below). 

Many Bulgarian noun types are defective with respect to number. Some 
(singularia tantum) occur only in the singular: уравновесёност/ 
uravnovesenost 'equilibrium'; others (pluralia tantum) occur only in the 
plural: очила/осНа 'eye glasses'. 

As the first constituent of a definite noun phrase, nouns carry the post-
posed definite article: 

Singular: 
masculine -0: -ът ~ -а (-ят ~ fl)/-at ~ -a (-jat ~ at) (учителят/ 

učiteljat 'the teacher', глупёцът/glupecat 'the fool') 
feminine/masculine / - a / : -Ta/-ta (жената/ženata 'the woman, wife') 
feminine -0: -Ta/-ta (песента/pesenta 'the song') 
masculine / -о / , all neuter: -To/-to (мястото/mjastoto 'the place') 

Plural: 
/ -a/: -Ta/-ta (местата/mestata 'the places') 
/ - i / or / -e / : -Te/-te (жените/ženite 'the women, wives') 

Notes: 
1 Masculine singular forms distinguish case: forms in / t / - nominative, 

forms without / t / - objective: той e профёсорът/ tój e profesorat 
'he is the professor' versus стаята на профёсора/stajata na 
profesora 'the room of the professor'. In spoken usage, depending on 
regional dialect or idiolect, one of the two forms is generalized. With 
some monosyllabic masculine nouns the stress unpredictably shifts to 
the article: градът/gradat 'the city'. See section 2.1 for spelling. 

2 With feminine singular nouns in -0, stress is always on the article, 
which, additionally, is often pronounced [-ta]: [pesenta] ~ [pesenta]. 

Noun morphology has changed dramatically in the history of Bulgarian. 
Except for masculine and feminine vocative forms, all case forms were lost. 
The Proto-Slavonic nominative-accusative dual of o-stem masculine nouns 
was the source of masculine count forms. Otherwise, the dual was lost 
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(except for vestiges: some feminine and neuter plurals in / -e / , some 
masculine plurals in / -a / , the plurals of 'eye' and 'ear' (examples above)). 
The definite article developed from the demonstrative pronoun PS1. *t~. 

The declensional types of Modern Bulgarian continue the major patterns 
of Late Proto-SIavonic. Masculine and neuter stems with singulars in / -0/ 
and / -о / , respectively, are descendants of o-stem masculines and neuters. 
The plural suffix of monosyllabic masculines, /-ove/, preserves the nom-
inative plural of w-stem masculines, otherwise absorbed by o-stems. The 
rare masculine plural suffix / -e/ , as in мъже/mažć, reflects nominative 
plural -ье of masculine /-stems, otherwise absorbed by o-stem masculines. 
Feminine nouns in / -a / continue Proto-SIavonic feminine a-stems, 
feminine nouns in / -0 / - i-stems. Masculine personal nouns with singular 
in / -о / are an innovation. 

Vestiges of Proto-SIavonic 'hard' versus 'soft' inflectional patterns for о-
and a-stems are found in the vocative (though with redistribution of 
suffixes, including the extension of / -о / to masculines), in the masculine 
plural suffix /-eve/ (for /-ove/ ), and in the neuter singular suffix / -e / (for 
/ -o/ ) . 

With one major exception, all minor classes of Proto-SIavonic nouns 
were either absorbed by major patterns or became non-productive and 
limited in number. As mentioned, w-stem and i-stem masculines merged 
with o-stem masculines. Most feminine й-stems, developing singular forms 
in /-va/, merged with o-stem feminines (църква/carkva 'church'); a few 
became feminines in / -0 / (кръв/krav 'blood'). Feminine F-stems became 
feminines in / -a / (рабйня/rabłnja 'slave'). Masculine «-stems generally 
merged with masculines in / -0 / - with or without a change of suffix 
(пламък/plamak 'flame' versus дён/den 'day'). The original suffix of 
'stone' was more or less preserved in the plural while being replaced in the 
singular: камък/катак - камъни/катат . 

Neuter s-stems became neuters in / -о / ('speech' aricmo/slovo -
слова/slova); likewise for several neuter л-stems ('letter' писмо/pismó 
from ocs pismę). Several «-stems retain the old plural ('seed' семе/seme 
- семенаЛетепа). Neuter «/-stems, preserved with plurals in /-ta/ , are 
very common due to the productivity of diminutive suffixes in / -e / and the 
use of /-ta/ with borrowings. Finally, two feminine r-stems, OCS mati 
'mother' and dbšti 'daughter', became feminine nouns in / -а / : майка/ 
majka and дъщеря/dašteija (the latter with the vocative дъще/dašte). 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The personal pronouns of Bulgarian are shown in table 5.4. Ний/nij and 
вий/vij are normal in spoken Bulgarian. With decreasing consistency, 
second person plural forms are used for polite address of second person 
singular interlocutors. The clitic feminine dative singular is written with a 
grave accent to distinguish it from и /i 'and'. 
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Table 5.4 Personal pronouns 

( a ) NOM ACC DAT 
Stressed Clitic Stressed Clitic 

1 SG 
2 SG 
3 SGM 

N 
F 

1 PL 
2 PL 
3 PL 
REFL 

аз 
ТЙ 
ТОЙ 
TÓ 
ТЯ 
нйе(нйй) 
вйе (вйй) 
те 

мене 
тебе 
него 
него 
нея 
нас 
вас 
тях 
себе си 

ме 
те 
го 
го 
я 
ни 
ви 
ги 
се 

(мене) 
(тебе) 
(нему) 
(нему) 
(ней) 
(нам) 
(вам) 
(тям) 
(себе си) си 

ми 
ти 
му 
му 
й 
ни 
ви 
им 

i ' 
'you (SG)' 
'he/it' 
'it' 
'she/it' 
'we' 
'you (PL)' 
'they' 
'-self' 

(b) 
1 SG 
2SG 
3 SGM 

N 
F 

1 PL 
2 PL 
3 PL 
REFL 

az 
ti 
tój 
tó 
tja 
nie (nij) 
vie (vij) 
te 

mene 
tebe 
nego 
nego 
neja 
nas 
vas 
tjax 
sebe si 

me 
te 
go 
go 
ja 
ni 
vi 
gi 
se 

(mene) 
(tebe) 
(nemu) 
(nemu) 
(nej) 
(nam) 
(vam) 
(tjam) 
(sebe si) 

mi 

mu 
mu 

m 
vi 
im 

'I' 
'you (SG)' 
'he/it' 
'it' 
'she/it' 
'we' 
'you (PL)' 
'they' 
'-self' 

Stressed dative forms, now archaic, are replaced by prepositional 
phrases of на/па + stressed accusatives. Stressed accusative forms serve as 
objects of prepositions and, with logical stress, as direct objects of transitive 
verbs. Clitic forms are normal as unmarked verbal complements, accusative 
as direct object, dative as indirect object: 

Дадох него на нёя./Dadox nego na neja. 
'(Г) gave it to her.' 
Дадох й ro./Dadox i go. 
'(I) gave it to her.' 

Enclitic datives are the customary expression of possession (see section 
4.9). 'Ethical' (modal) dative forms, usually clitics, are common in 
colloquial Bulgarian: той си пийва/tój si pijva 'he likes to take a drop' (= 
'he self-DAT drinks-SEMELFACTiVE'). 

Personal pronouns are matched by personal possessive pronouns, 
inflected for gender and number like adjectives (see table 5.5). Like adjec-
tives, possessive pronouns may carry the definite article (section 3.1.4). 
However, in first person singular, second person singular and reflexive 
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Table 5.5 Personal possessive 

M SG F SG 

( a ) 
МОЙ моя 1 SG МОЙ моя 

2 SG твой твоя 
3 SG M/N негов нёгова 

F нёин нейна 
1 PL наш наша 
2 PL ваш ваша 
3 PL тёхен тяхна 
REFL свой своя 

pronouns 

N SG PL 

мое мои 'ту' 
твое твои 'your-SG' 
нёгово нёгови 'his/its' 
нёйно нёйни 'her/its' 
наше наши 'our' 
ваше ваши 'your-PL' 
тяхно техни 'their' 
свое свои '-own' 

(b> 
1 SG moj moja 
2 SG tvoj tvoja 
3 SG M/N negov negova 

F nein nejna 
1 PL naš naša 
2 PL vaš vaša 
3 PL texen tjaxna 
REFL SVOJ SVOja 

móe moi 'my' 
tvoe tvoi 'your-SG' 
negovo negovi 'his/its' 
nejno nejni 'her' 
naše naši 'our' 
vaše vaši 'your-PL' 
tjaxno texni 'their' 
svoe svoi '-own' 

forms, /-ij-/ is not added before the masculine singular article: 'my' M SG 
DEF моят/mójat versus 'their' м SG DEF тёхният/texnijat. 

Other pronominal forms, also inflected for gender and number, are 
demonstrative (table 5.6) and interrogative (table 5.7). 

The masculine singular form of 'who' and all pronominal forms derived 
from it (below) have an oblique form, Koró/kogó, used as direct object 
and object of prepositions. In colloquial Bulgarian it is often replaced by 
кой/kój. The archaic dative кому/коти is replaced by PREP на/па + 
Koró/kogó. 

With the exception of 'everyone, . . . ' (below), other pronominal forms 
are derived from interrogatives. 

Relative pronouns add the suffix -To/-to: кбйто/kójto 'who, which, 
that (M SG)', KaKT>BTo/kak4vto 'which sort (M SG)'. 

Negative pronouns add stressed ни-/п!-: никой/nłkoj 'no one (M SG)', 
ничий/ničij 'no one's (M SG)', никакъв/nikakav 'no sort of (M SG)', 
нищо/ništo 'nothing (N SG)'. 

Indefinite pronouns: 

1 'some, a certain': stressed ня' /nja- -I- interrogative; here / а / ~ with 
/ e / ; някой/njakoj 'someone (M SG)', някакъв/njakakav 'some sort 
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Table 5.6 Demonstrative pronouns 

MSG F SG N SG PL 

(a) , , . . , , , . 'this' този/тоя тази/тая това/туй тези/тия 
'that' онзи/оня онази/оная онова/онуй онёзи/ония 
'such а' такъв такава такова такива 

<ь) 
'this' tozi/toja tazi/taja tova/tuj tezi/tija 
'that' ónzi/ónja onazi/onaja onova/onuj onezi/onija 
'such a' takav takava takova takiva 

of (M SG)', нёчий/nečij 'someone's (M SG)', нёщо/nešto 'something 
(N SG)'. 

2 'someone, so-and-so, such-and-such': eAH-/čdi- + interrogative си/si, 
written as two words with secondary stress on the first constituent; 
ёди-кой cn/čdi-koj si 'so-and-so, a certain one (M SG)', ёди-какъв 
си/čdi-kakav si 'such-and-such a, a certain (м SG)'. 

3 'whoever, whatever, somebody or other, something or other, whatever 
sort of: interrogative + да e/da e, three words with secondary stress 
on the last; for example, кой да e/kój da ё 'someone or other, anyone 
(M SG)', какво да e/kakvo da ё 'whatever (N SG)'. Alternative forms 
replace the interrogative with a relative pronoun and add и/i: който и 
да ё/kójto i da ё. 

Table 5.7 Interrogative pronouns 

MSG F SG N SG PL 

'who, which' кой коя кое кои 
'what' какво/що 
'what sort of' какъв каква какво какви 
'whose' чий чия чиё чии 

<ь) 
'who, which' koj koja кое koi 
'what' ( kakvo/što 
'what sort of' kakav kakva kakvo kakvi 
'whose' čij čija čie čii 
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4 'everyone, every single, each' м SG всёки/vseki, F SG всяка/vsjaka, N 
SG всяко/vsjako, PL всички/vsički. Referring to persons, the mascu-
line singular form of 'everyone . . h a s accusative forms всекиго/ 
vsekigo, всякого/vsjakogo; they are obsolescent in the colloquial 
language, 

'everything' N SG всичко/vsičko 
'every sort of' М SG всякакъв/vsjakakav, F SG всякаква/vsjakakva, N 

SG всякакво/vsjakakvo, PL всякакви/vsjakakvi 
'all (of)' M SG всичкият/vsičkijat, F SG всичката/vsičkata N SG 

всйчкото/vsičkoto, PL BCH4KH(Te)/vsički(te) 

See section 4, especially 4.7-4.9 for pronominal usage. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Adjectives are inflected for number and, in the singular, gender; there is a 
masculine singular vocative form: 

'new' 'goat's' 'fraternal' 
M SG нов/nov кози/kózi братски/bratski 
м SG voc нбви/novi кози/kózi братски/bratski 
F SG HÓBa/nova козя/kózja брэтска/bratska 
N SG HÓBo/novo козе/kóze братско/bratsko 
PL нови/novi кози/kózi братски/bratski 

The usual masculine singular suffix is / -0 / . The suffix / - i / is limited to 
adjectives in /-sk-/, a small number of possessive adjectives, and a few 
Russian loans in /-ov-/ (брегови/bregovi 'shore (ADJECTIVE)'). Stems 
with vowel-zero alternations have a vowel in the masculine singular before 
/ -0 / , otherwise zero: 'good' м SG добър/dotór - F SG добра/dobra. 

The regular neuter suffix / - о / may be / - e / , as in козе/kóze (see 
section 2.2). 

Most adjectives are stem-stressed. End-stress is limited to Russian 
borrowings with /-ov-/ (see above) and two native stems: 'good' (above), 
'alone' M SG сам/sam (F SG CAMA/sama). 

A few colloquial adjectives borrowed from Turkish and, more recently, 
other languages are not inflected: сербез човек/serbćz čovek 'bold man', 
сербез жени/serbez ženi 'bold women' (see section 5.3). 

Masculine singular forms in / - i / continue definite Proto-Slavonic forms; 
others continue indefinite forms. All earlier non-nominative case forms, 
the dual and, in the plural, gender were lost. Except for irregular neuter 
singular forms in / -e / , all trace of the soft adjectival paradigms of Proto-
Slavonic was lost. The number of adjectives with palatalized stem-final 
consonants is limited to a few possessive adjectives (козя/кода 'goat's (F 
SG)'), and one non-derived adjective 'blue' м SG син/sin, F SG синя/sinja, 
N SG синьо/sin'o, PL сини/sini. 
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Table 5.8 Cardinal numerals 

( a ) 
'l' един 
'2' два 
'3' три 
'4' четири 
45' пет 
46' шест 
47' сёдем 
48' осем 
49' дёвет 

410' дёсет 

'l Г единадесет 
412' дванадесет 
413' тринадесет 
414' четиринадесет 
415' петнадесет 
416' шестнадесет 
417' седемнадесет 
418' осемнадесет 
419' деветнадесет 

420' двадесет 4200' 
430' трйдесет 4300' 
440' четиридесет 4400' 
450' петдесёт 4500' 
460' шестдесёт 4600' 
470' седемдесёт 4700' 
480' осемдесёт 4800' 
490' деветдесёт 4900' 

4100' сто 41,000' 
'million' милион 'thousand million' милиард 

двеста 
триста 
чётиристотин 
пётстотин 
шёстстотин 
сёдемстотин 
осемстотин 
дёветстотин 
хиляда 

(Ь) , 
41' edin 
42' dva 
43' tri 
44' četiri 
45' pet 
46' šest 
47' sedem 
48' ósem 
49' devet 

410' deset 

411' edinadeset 
412' dvanadeset 
413' trinadeset 
414' četirinadeset 
415' petnadeset 
416' šestnadeset 
417' sedemnadeset 
418' osemnadeset 
419' devetnadeset 

'million' milion 

420' dvadeset 
'30' trideset 
'40' četirideset 
'50' petdeset 
'60' šestdeset 
'70' sedemdeset 
'80' osemdeset 
'90' devetdeset 

'100' stó 
'thousand million' 

' 2 0 0 ' 
'300' 
'400' 
'500' 
' 6 0 0 ' 
'700' 
' 8 0 0 ' 
'900' 

'1,000' 
miliard 

dvesta 
trista 
četiristotin 
petstótin 
šeststotin 
sedemstótin 
ósemstotin 
devetstotin 
xiljada 

Comparative adjectives are formed with preposed stressed nó-/pó-: 
M SG no-HOB/po-nov 'newer'. Superlatives use HAŃ-/naj-: м SG най-нов/ 
naj-nov 'newest'. Note the regular 'double' stress in both formations. 

The synthetic comparative forms of Proto-SIavonic were lost - with 
vestiges in висш/visš 'higher, superior', HH3iu(ii)/nizs(i) 'lower, inferior', 
CTapiim/starsi 'elder, senior', младши/mladši 'junior'. 

As the first constituent of definite noun phrases, adjectives carry the 
definite article: M SG /-a(t)/ , F SG / - ta/ , N SG / - to / , PL / - te / . Before the 
masculine singular definite article, the adjectival stem is extended with / i j / : 
'the new' м SG HÓBHH(T)/novija(t), F SG HoeaTa/novata, N SG новото/ 
novoto, PL новите/novite. See section 2.1 for spelling of masculine 
singular forms. Forms with / t / are subjective, those without it are objective 
(section 3.1.2). Stress remains unchanged with the definite article. 

Certain adjectival forms function productively as adverbs: (1) masculine 
singular (or plural) forms of adjectives in /-sk-/ (братски/bratski 'fraternal' 
and adverb 'fraternally'); (2) neuter singular forms of qualitative adjectives 
with masculine singular in / -0 / (xy6aBo/xubavo 'nice' and adverb 'nicely'); 
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(3) colloquially, definite feminine singular forms (здравата/zdravata 
'healthy-the' and adverb 'soundly'). The comparison of adverbs follows 
rules for the comparison of adjectives: nó-xy6aBo/pó-xubavo 'more 
nicely'. 

Non-productive, lexicalized adverbial formations - from noun and 
adjectival bases - often preserve old case distinctions; thus, locative долу/ 
dólu 'downward'; instrumental тихом/tixom 'quietly'. Similarly in frozen 
prepositional phrases: CHÓujn/snóSti 'last night' (preposition c /s 'from' 
and genitive singular of нощ/nóst 'night'). 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
Cardinal numerals (see table 5.8): spoken and sometimes written Bul-
garian use /-najset/ for /-nadeset/ ('11' единайсет/edinajset), and in 
'20', '30', '40', '60' /-jset/ for /-deset/ ('20' двайсет/dvajset). 

Other cardinals are made up of the forms in table 5.8. Here 'thousand' 
has the plural хиляди/xiljadi (with shifted accent), and 'million' and 
'thousand million' have the count forms милиона/miliona, and 
милиарда/miliarda. For example, '36,620,105' триста и шест 
милиона, шестстотин и двадесет хиляди, сто и пет/trista i šest 
miliona, seststótin i dvadeset xiljadi, stó i pet. Note the regular use of и/i 
'and' in each compound term. 

'1' is inflected like an adjective: една книга/edna kniga 'one book'. Its 
plural is used with pluralia tantum: едни клещи/edni klešti 'one (set of) 
pliers'. Increasingly '1' functions as an indefinite article 'a(n), some': един 
човек/edin čovek 'a person'. 

'2' два/dva is used with masculine nouns, двё/dve with neuters and 
feminines: два града/dva grada 'two cities', две жени/dve ženi 'two 
women (F)', две места/dve mesta 'two places (N)'. 

There are special forms of '2'- '6' for masculine personal nouns (and 
groups of male and female persons): 

'2' двама/dvama 
'3' Трима/trima 
'4' четирима/četirima ~ четйрма/četirma 
'5' петима/petima 
'6' шестима/šestima 

For example, двама ученици/dvama učenici 'two pupils'. 
Cardinal numerals may be definite. In this respect '1' is adjectival: 'the 

one' M SG единият/edinijat, F SG едната/ednata. 'Million', 'thousand 
million' and all cardinals in / -a/ follow rules for nouns: 'the million' мил-
ионът/тШсиШ, 'the two (м)' дватэ/dvata. Remaining cardinals use 
/-te/, always stressed except with '2 (F/N)' and '3': 'the two (F/N ) ' двёте/ 
dvete, 'the 700' cefleMCTÓTHHTe/sedemstótinte. 
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Ordinal numerals are adjectives formed from cardinals with character-
istic adjectival gender/number suffixes. Masculine singular ordinals up to 
and including '90' use / - i / , those from '100' on use / -0 / ; пети/pćti '5th 
(M SG)', стотен/stóten '100th (М SG)'. Note: 

1 Suppletive forms for: 
'1st' първи/parvi ( ~ пръв/prav) 
'2nd' BTopn/vtori 
'3rd' трёти/treti 
'4th' четвърти/četvarti 

2 '100th' is /stoten/; / e / alternates with 0 and / о / is stressed: 
деветстбтно/devetstotno '900th (N SG)'. 

3 'Thousandth', 'millionth' and 'thousand-millionth' use the adjectival 
suffix /-en-/ ; / e / alternates with 0: хиляден/xiljaden 'thousandth 
(M SG)'. 

4 Accent shifts take place in the formation of '9th', '10th', '40th': 
девети/deveti, десети/deseti, четиридесети/četirideseti. 

5 Stem final vowels are lost in '7th' седми/sedmi and '8th' осми/ósmi. 

In compound phrases only the final elements are ordinals: триста 
петдесет и втори/trista petdeset i vtori '152nd (M SG)'. 

Definite ordinal numerals are formed as definite adjectives: вторият/ 
vtorijat 'the second (M SG)', стотната/stótnata 'the hundredth (F SG)'. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Finite Bulgarian verbal forms are simple or compound. Simple forms 
convey person - first, second, third - and number - singular, plural. In 
addition, compound forms using participles show gender in the singular: 
masculine, feminine, neuter. 

There are three tenses in the indicative mood - present, past, future -
which, combined with other categories, occur in nine formations: 

1 Present, temporally unmarked, a simple form made up of verbal stem 
plus complex suffix - / e / or / i / (both 0 in first person singular and third 
person plural) or / a / , plus person/number marker: 

2 Past imperfect, a simple form, expressing actions contemporaneous with 

Singular Plural 
First person /-a ~ -m/ 
Second person / -š / 
Third person / -0 / 

/-m — m e / 
/-te/ 
/-at/ 
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or subordinate to other past actions; made up of the present-tense stem 
plus a complex suffix consisting of a vowel / e ~ a/ followed by: 

Singular Plural 
First person / -x / /-xme/ 
Second person /-še/ /-xte/ 
Third person /-še/ /-ха/ 

3 Past aorist, a simple form, relating a temporally independent, concrete 
past action; the aorist stem plus: 

Singular Plural 
First person / -x / /-xme/ 
Second person / - 0 / /-xte/ 
Third person / - 0 / /-ха/ 

4 Future, a compound form: 

invariant proclitic auxiliary ще/šte -I- present tense 

Negated future forms, and other forms involving the future (see below), 
use the neuter third person singular auxiliary няма да/njama da ('has-not 
to'); note the colloquial alternative не щё/пе šte. 

5 Present perfect, a compound form expressing an action completed in 
the past but relevant for or related to the present: 

present tense 'be' + aorist past active participle 

6 Past perfect, a compound form expressing an action completed in the 
past relative to another past action: 

past tense 'be' + aorist past active participle 

7 Future perfect, a compound form expressing an action to be completed 
in the future prior to another future action: 

future tense 'be' + aorist past active participle 

8 Past future, a compound form expressing an action to be completed in 
the past but future with respect to another past action; commonly used in 
conditional constructions (see section 4.5): 

imperfect past of щя/štja '(I) will, want' + да/da + present tense 

9 Past future perfect, a compound form conveying a past action which is 
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Table 5.9 Indicative forms 

Non-perfect Perfect 
Non-future Future Non-future Future 

( a ) 
Non-past 
Past 

Aorist 
Imperfect 

пиша 

писах 
пйшех 

ще пиша писал съм 
щях да пиша бях писал 

ще съм писал 
щях да съм писал 

(ь) . 
Non-past piša šte piša pisal sam šte sam pisal 
Past štjax da piša bjax pisal štjax da sam pisal 

Aorist pisax 
Imperfect pišex 

future with respect to a past action, which itself is prior to another past 
action; rare, commonly replaced by the past future: 

past future of щя/štja '(I) will, want' + aorist past active participle 

Thus 'write (3 SG м IMPFV)' has the paradigm shown in table 5.9. 
Bulgarian verbs also express aspect: perfective verbs mark the com-

pletion of the action of the verb, imperfective verbs are unmarked. Most 
Bulgarian verbs have perfective-imperfective pairs: 1 SG PRS IMPFV пиша/ 
piša '(I) write' - PRFV HaiiHiua/napiša '(I) write down, complete writing'. 
'Bi-aspectual' verbs - verbs with one stem for both aspects - are common; 
most are borrowings: тренирам/treniram '(I) train (IMPFV/PRFV)' (from 
English) (see section 5.3). 

Morphological processes related to the creation of aspectual pairs begin 
with non-prefixed imperfective verbs (see section 3.3.3), from which per-
fective stems are formed by suffixation or prefixation. Besides changing 
the aspect, perfectivizing prefixes often add their own meaning: допиша/ 
dopiša '(I) finish writing (PRFV)' versus подпиша/podpiša '(I) sign' (for 
lists and definitions of prefixes see Граматика/вгатайка 2: 217ff.). The 
single perfectivizing suffix / - n - / imparts semelfactive meaning to the base: 
падна/padna '(I) fall (PRFV SEMELFACTIVE)' (< падам/padam '(I) fall 
(IMPFV)'). 

'Secondary' imperfectives, all third conjugation (see below), are formed 
from perfectives by suffixation. While this process allows many alternative 
forms and shows random consonantal and vocalic alternations, there are 
only two imperfectivizing suffixes. The non-productive suffix / -a- / occurs 
with a limited number of stems; 'speak' 1 SG PRS IMPFV гoвópя/govófja > 
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'converse' 1 SG PRS PRFV pa3roBÓpH/razgovoija > 1 SG PRS IMPFV 
разговарям/razgovaijam. The productive suffix is /-(a)va-/ (unstressed 
initial / a / is deleted): 1 SG PRS IMPFV 'count' броя/broja > 'enumerate' 
1 SG PRS PRFV изброя/izbroja > 1 SG PRS IMPFV изброявам/izbrojavam; 
'write' 1 SG PRS IMPFV nńuia/piSa > 'copy' 1 SG PRS PRFV препиша/ 
prepisa > 1 SG PRS IMPFV преписвам/prepisvam. See Scatton (1984: 285-
310) for details. 

The Proto-Slavonic aspectual distinction between determinate and 
indeterminate verbs of motion is entirely lost in Bulgarian. 

Aspect is subject to some constraints. Only imperfective verbs have 
present active participles, gerunds, verbal nouns in / -ne/ and negative 
imperatives. Only imperfective verbs can be complements of verbs meaning 
'begin', 'continue' or 'end'. Present perfective verbs are rare in independent 
clauses. Imperfect forms are most frequently imperfective aspect, and 
aorists perfective. Perfective imperfects and imperfective aorists are 
possible: perfective imperfects for usually repeated series of completed 
actions presented as subordinate ('backgrounded') with respect to other, 
'major' past actions; imperfective aorists for 'major' past events the 
completion of which is not relevant for the narration. For discussion and 
examples see Scatton (1984: 318-32) and Lindstedt (1985). 

Imperatives are simple or compound. Simple forms are second person 
singular or plural; there are compound forms for all persons and numbers. 
Simple forms use the suffixes SG / - i / and PL / -ete/; the suffix-initial vowel 
is / j / with third-conjugation verbs and with verbs of other conjugations 
whose present stems terminate in / j / ; compare 'write' 2 SG пиши/piši, 2 
PL пишете/pišete; 'look' 2 SG глёдай/gledaj, 2 PL гледайте/gledajte. 
The vowel is lost unpredictably in a few other verbs: влез/vlćz 'enter (2 
SG)'. See section 4.2 for compound imperatives. 

The conditional is a compound form using the aorist past tense of the 
stem /bi-/ 'be' (used only here) plus aorist past active participle: 'write' 
1 SG M бих писал/bix pisal '(I) could/should/would write/have written'. 
See section 4.5 for conditionals using the indicative. 

There are several passive formations: 

1 Any tense of 'be' + past passive participle of transitive verbs: 
писмото бёше написано/pismóto bese napisano 'the letter was 
written'. 

2 Finite forms of transitive verbs with the accusative reflexive pronoun 
ce/se: писмото се пише/pismóto se piše 'the letter is (being) 
written'. 

3 'Impersonal' (subjectless) third person plural finite forms of transitive 
verbs: там продават мляко/tam prodavat mljako 'milk is sold there' 
( - 'there sell-3 PL milk'). 
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These formations have slightly different semantic and grammatical nuances 
(Граматика/вгатайка 2: 245ff.). A rare 'impersonal passive' uses 'be' 
and neuter singular past passive participles of transitive and intransitive 
verbs: по травата e ходено/ро travata e xodeno 'someone (or someth-
ing) has walked on the grass' (= 'on grass-the is walked'; Граматика/ 
Gramatika 2: 381). 

Reflexive verbs, which carry the clitic accusative reflexive pronoun, have 
various functions: 

1 Many common intransitive verbs are reflexive. Some occur only reflex-
ively: смея ce/smeja se '(I) laugh'; others are derived from non-reflexive 
transitive verbs: бия/bija '(I) beat (TR)' > бия се/bija se '(I) fight (ITR)'. 
2 Reflexive verbs derived from non-reflexive transitive verbs occur in 
passive constructions (see above). 
3 Reflexive forms of transitive and intransitive verbs are used in third 
person singular 'impersonal' constructions: (a) to express desire, спи ми 
се/spi mi se 'I want to sleep' (= 'sleep-3 SG me-DAT self-ACC'); (b) to 
express permission, тук не се пуши/tuk ne se puši 'no smoking here' (= 
'here not self-ACC smoke-3 SG'). 

For reciprocal and genuinely reflexive uses of reflexive verbs see section 
4.8. 

Indicative forms relate events personally witnessed or otherwise 
assumed to be true by speakers. For events not witnessed or known only 
through hearsay, Bulgarian uses so-called 'renarrated' forms (Chvany 
1988). Every indicative form has a renarrated form; however, each 
renarrated tense, except one, corresponds to two indicative tenses: 

Indicative 
present / imperfect 
aorist 
present/past perfect 
(past) future 
(past) future perfect 

Renarrated 
present 
aorist 
perfect 
future 
future perfect 

present 'be' + imperfect past participle 
present 'be' -I- aorist past participle 
perfect 'be' + aorist past participle 
perfect 'will, want' -I- /da/ + present 
perfect 'will, want' + /da/ + perfect 

In addition, the present auxiliary 'be' is deleted in all third-person forms. 
Thus, the renarrated paradigm for 'write (3 SG м IMPFV)' shown in table 
5.10. Compare indicative той написа писмото/tój napisa pismóto 'he 
wrote the letter (and I saw him do it)' versus renarrated той написал 
писмото/tój napisal pismóto '(it is said that) he wrote the letter'. 

First-person renarrated forms are uncommon; they convey a sense of 
surprise or denial: пишел съм роман/pišel sam roman 'I'm writing a 
novel!?' (= 'it's claimed that I'm writing a novel'). Emphatic present, 
aorist, future and future perfect renarrated forms replace the present-tense 
auxiliary 'be' with its present perfect form, while dropping the third-person 
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Table 5.10 Renarrated forms 

Non-perfect 
Non-future Future 

Perfect 
Non-future Future 

00 
Non-past 
Aorist 

пишел 
писал 

щял да пиша бил писал щял да е писал 

(b) 
Non-past 
Aorist 

pišel 
pisal 

štjal da piša bil pisal štjal da e pisal 

present auxiliary: renarrated пишел/pišel - emphatic renarrated бил 
пишел/bil pišel '(he) writes' (Граматика/вгатайка 2: 361). 

Some grammars describe another renarrated form, one which relates 
facts not personally witnessed by speakers, but presumed by them to be 
true. Presumptive forms use the present tense of 'be' plus a past participle, 
either aorist or imperfect (only aorist participles are used in indicative 
forms): той e пишел писмото/tój e pišel pismóto 'he (presumably) 
wrote the letter'. Largely identical to other indicative or renarrated forms, 
this category is controversial (Scatton 1984: 332-3). 

Non-finite verbal forms are the following: 

The late Proto-Slavonic infinitive and supine have been replaced by 
phrases with да/da + present tense: искам да nńuia/iskam da piša '(I) 
want to write'. A vestigial infinitive of very limited use is identical to the 
second-third person singular aorist (see section 4.5). 

Bulgarian lost the present active, present passive and the 'first', non-
resultative past participles of Proto-Slavonic. On the other hand, it 
preserved two other participles and innovated two more. 

A present active participle is formed from imperfective present stems with 
the suffixes /-ašt- ~ -ešt-/: м SG пишещ/pišešt 'writing'. A strictly liter-
ary form devised in the late nineteenth century on Russian and Church 
Slavonic models, it is only used attributively. 

The imperfect past active participle is formed from imperfect present 
stems with /-el- ~ -al-/: м SG пишел/pišel 'wrote'. Used only in 
renarrated forms, it is a Bulgarian innovation. 

The aorist past active participle is formed from aorist stems with the suffix 
/-1-/: M SG писал/pisal 'wrote'. The direct descendant of the 'second', 
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resultative past active participle of Proto-SIavonic, it is used in compound 
verbal forms and, occasionally, attributively. 

The past passive participle is formed from aorist stems with the suffixes 
/-(e)n- ~ -t-/: M SG писан/pisan 'written'. Continuing the past passive 
participle of Proto-SIavonic, it is used predicatively in passive formations 
and attributively. 

Based on western Bulgarian forms which continue the Proto-SIavonic 
present active participle, the Bulgarian gerund (verbal adverb) is formed 
from imperfective present stems with the suffix ~(e)jki: пишейки/pišejki 
'(while) writing'. It relates an action contemporaneous with, but sub-
ordinate to, the main verb. It is a strictly literary form. For more on par-
ticiples and gerunds see section 4.5. 

A neuter singular noun, denoting the action of the verb, is formed with 
/-(e)ne/ from imperfective stems: nńcaHe/pisane 'writing'. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
Traditional grammars distinguish three conjugations on the basis of the 
initial vowels of present-tense suffixes: 

First conjugation / e / пйш-e-ui/piš-e-š '(you-SG) write' 
Second conjugation / i / xc>A-H-iii/xód-i-ś '(you-SG) go, walk' 
Third conjugation / а / им-a-in/im-a-š '(you-SG) have' 

Various subclasses of the first and second conjugations reflect the rela-
tionship between the stems of the aorist past and present tenses. For exam-
ple, the first subclass of the first conjugation makes its aorist stem by 
adding / e / (2/3 SG) or / о / (elsewhere) to the present stem. Table 5.11 
gives examples of major subclasses and their characteristic alternations. 
Double stresses indicate alternative pronunciations. See Пашов/Pašov 
(1966) and Граматика/Gramatika (2: 304ff.) for exhaustive lists. 

Other verbal forms belong to one or the other of two 'systems', depend-
ing on which of the two stems is the basis for their formation: 

Present system 
present tense 
imperfect past tense 
imperative 
present active participle 
imperfect past participle 
gerund 

Aorist system 
aorist past tense 
aorist past participle 
past passive participle 
infinitive (vestigial) 
verbal noun 

The first and second conjugations continue thematic patterns of Late 
Proto-SIavonic - with characteristic Bulgarian changes: loss of dual, loss of 
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Table 5.11 Bulgarian conjugational patterns 

Old Church Slavonic Modern Bulgarian 
Class 1 SG PRES INF Class 1 SG PRbS 3 SG PRbS 1 SG AOR 

(a) 
la 

III 

nesę nesti 

vedp vesti 
ćbtę čisti 
idę iti 
rekę rešti 
grebę greti —< 
živp žiti — i 

na-ćbnę na-cęti 

mbrę mreti — 
stanę stati 
kovę kovati 
zovp zbvati 
berę bbrati 

gybnę gybati -
minę minati-

każę kazati 
pisę pbsati 

znąję znati 

cuję čuti 
kryję kryti 
biję biti 
poję pčti 
umeję umeti 
delaję delati— 

до-неса 

IV 

meljo mlčti 
daruję darovati 
seję sejati — 

molję moliti 
xoźdę xoditi 

tbrpčti 
leżę ležati 

Sbplję 

imamb imati 

Ic 

Id 

до-несе 

до-ведё 
чете 
йде 
рече 
гйне 
мине 
за-чёне 
по-чне 
гребе 
стане 
ковё 
зове 
берё 

моли 
ходи 

търпй 
лежй 

спй 

йма 
дяла 
дарува 

до-несох 

до-ведох 
чётох 
йдох 
рёкох 
гйнах 
минах 
за-чёнах 
по-чнах 
грёбах 
станах 
ковах 
зовах 
бра x 

'bring' 
(= 'carry to') 

'bring' (= 'lead') 
'read' 
'go' 
'say' 
'perish' 
'go' 
'conceive' 
'begin' 
'row' 
'become' 
'forge' 
'call' 
'gather' 

кажа каже казах 'say' 
пиша пйше пйсах 'write' 

мра мрё мрях 'die' 

зная знае знаях 'know' 

чуя 
крйя 
бйя 

чуе 
крйе 
бйе 

чух 
крйх 
бйх 

'hear' 
'hide' 
'beat' 

пёя 
умея 
живёя 
сея 

пёе 
умёе 
живее 
сёе 

пях 
умях 
живях 
сях (сёях) 

'sing' 
'be able' 
'live' 
'sow' 

меля мёле млях 'grind' 

молих 
ХОДИХ 

търпях 
лежах 

дялах/делах 
дарувах 

'beg' 
'walk' 

'tolerate' 
'recline' 

'sleep' 

'have' 
'carve' 
'present gifts' 
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Table 5.11 continued 

Old Church Slavonic Modern Bulgarian 
Class 1 Sti PRhS INb Class 1 SG PRhS 3 SC PRhS 1 SG AOR 

(b) 

111 

IV 

nesę 
vedę 
ćbtę 
idę 
rekę 
grebę 
żivę 

na-ćbnę 

шы9 
stanę 
kov9 
ZOV9 
ber9 

gybn9 
minę 

kaŽ9 
pi§9 

znaj9 

čuj9 
kryję 
bij9 
Poję 
umej9 
delaję 

melję 
daruję 
sej9 

molję 
xożdę 

tbrplj9 
leŽ9 

БърЦ9 

kazati 
pbsati 

znati 

mleti 
darovati-
sejati 

moliti 
xoditi 

tbrpeti 
ležati 

other 

do-nesć 
do-vedć 
čete 
ide 
reče 
gine 
mine 
za-čene 
po-čne 
grebe 
stane 
kove 
zove 
bere 

do-n£sox 
do-vedox 
četox 
idox 
гёкох 
ginax 
minax 
za-čenax 
pó-cnax 
grebax 
stanax 
kovax 
zovax 
brax 

kaža 
piša 

kaže 
piše 

kazax 
pisax 

mra mre mrjax 

znaja znae znaj ax 

čuja 
krija 
bija 
pćja 
umeja 
živeja 
seja 

čue 
krie 
bie 
pee 
umee 
živee 
see 

čux 
krix 
bix 
pjax 
umjax 
živjax 
sjax (sejax) 

melja mele mljax 

mólja 
xodja 

moli 
xodi 

molix 
xodix 

tarpja 
leža 

tarpi 
leži 

tarpjax 
lezax 

spja spi spax 

imam 
djalam 
daruvam 

ima 
djala 
daruva 

imax 
djalax/delax 
daruvax 
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infinitive and supine, loss of present active, present passive and non-
resultative past active participles, simplification of the simple imperative, 
generalization of a single aorist formation, restructuring of imperfect forms 
on the present stem, elimination of the results of dental and labial assimi-
lations to *j (see section 2.2), and changes in individual suffixes. The third 
conjugation, a Bulgarian innovation, was accomplished by extending the 
unproductive Proto-Slavonic athematic type Old Church Slavonic 'have' 
PRS 1 SG imamb to many first-conjugation verbs with present theme -je-
(table 5.11). This conjugation, by far the largest, is productive for deri-
vation of secondary imperfectives and the assimilation of borrowed verbs. 
Otherwise, vestiges of athematic forms are limited: first person singulars 
дам/dam '(I) giye (PRFV)' (otherwise /dad-/ : дадёш/dadeš '(you-SG) 
give') and ям/jam '(I) eat (IMPFV)' (otherwise / jad-/ : ядеш/jadćš); 
imperatives Axc(Te)/jaž(te) 'eat (2 SG (PL))', виж(тe)/viž(te) 'see (2 SG 
(PL))'. 

The following paradigms illustrate the first subtype of each conjugation; 
those of other subtypes follow from the examples in table 5.11. 

Conjugation la 'read' 

Present 
чета/сей 
четёш/četeš 
четё/čete 
четём/četem 

1 SG 
2 SG 
3 SG 
1 PL 

2 PL 
3 PL 

четёте/četete 
четат/četat 

Imperfect 
четях/cetjax 
четеше/četeše 
четёше/četeše 
четяхме/ 
cetjaxMe 
четяхте/cetjaxte 
четяха/се^аха 

Imperative 

чети /četi 

четёте/četete 

Aorist 
чётох/сёшх 
чёте/čete 
чёте/čete 
чётохме/ 
cetoxme 
4eTOXTe/četoxte 
четоха/сёюха 

Stem-final / t / or / d / is lost before /1/ of the aorist participle: M SG чёл/ 
čel. Otherwise, the consonant is retained with vowel-zero alternation: 
'bake' M SG пёкъл/pekal - F SG пёкла/рёк1а. Retraction of stress to the 
root is regular in aorist forms. 

Conjugation Ha 'go, walk' 

Present 
1 SG ходя/xodja 
2 SG ходит/xodis 
3 SG хбди/xodi 
1 PL хбдим/xodim 

Imperative Imperfect 
xoflex/xodex 
ходеше/х<х1е§е ходй/xodi 
xofleuie/xodese 
ходехме/ 
xodexme 

2 PL xóflHTe/xódite xoflexTe/xodexte ходёте/xodete 
3 PL хбдят/xodjat xoflexa/xodexa 

Aorist 
xóflńx/xódix 
ходи/xodi 
хбди/xodi 
ходихме/ 
xodixme 
xóflńxTe/xódixte 
xoflHxa/xodixa 

This is the only conjugational type that regularly contrasts two stress 
Patterns; compare 4pay' PRS 1 SG платя/platja, AOR 1 SG платих/platix. 
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Conjugation III 'have' 

Present 
1 SG имам/imam 
2 SG HMaui/imaš 
3 SG йма/1та 
1 PL ймаме/шшпе 
2 PL имате/imate 
3 PL имат/imat 

Imperfect 
ймах/1тах 
HMame/imase 
HMame/imaše 
ймахме/нпахте 
HMaxTe/imaxte 
ймаха/нпаха 

Imperative 

ймай/imaj 

ймайте/imajte 

Aorist 
HMax/imax 
HMa/ima 
HMa/ima 
HMaxMe/imaxme 
HMaxTe/imaxte 
HMaxa/imaxa 

The negated form of 'have' is suppletive: 1 SG PRS нямам/njamam, 1 SG 
AOR нямах/njamax and немах/пешах. 

The optional shift of stress from the root in the present to the suffix 
vowel in the aorist occurs in other aorist forms as well: M SG AOR PART 
ходил/xodil, имал/imal. Reflecting variation in usage, reference works 
do not agree on which stems allow shifted forms. In any case, verbs of 
foreign origin are least likely to shift: 'telephone' 1 SG PRS телефонирам/ 
telefoniram and 1 SG AOR телефонирах/telefonirax. 

The conjugational pattern of 'be' is suppletive: 

Present 
1 SG съм/sam 
2 SG си/si 
3 SG e / e 
1 PL сме/sme 
2 PL CTe/ste 
3 PL ca/sa 

Imperfect /aorist 
бях/bjax 
6e(uie)/be(še) 
6e(uie)/be(še) 
бяхме/bjaxme 
бяхте/bjaxte 
6Axa/bjaxa 

Imperative 

бъди/badi 

бъдёте/badete 

Imperfect/aorist participle: м SG бил/bil, F SG била/Ы1а, 
N SG било/biló, PL билй/bili 

Present forms are clitics. Alternative present forms, based on the stem of 
the imperative, 1 SG бъда/bAda, 2 SG бъдеш/bAdeš, often replace regular 
present forms in future constructions and infinitival da-constructions. 

Preserving a Proto-SIavonic anomaly, the aorist past participle of / id-/ 
("jd") 'go' is suppletive: м SG -urwi/-sal and -шел/-8е1, F SG -imia/-šla, 
N SG -шло/-§1о, PL -uum/-šli; for example 'arrive' 1 SG PRS дойда/dójda, 
M SG AOR PART ДОШЪЛ/došAl. 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Noun derivation is suffixal or compound. Suffixal formations are emotive 
or non-emotive. Productive emotive formations are (1) augmentative and/ 
or pejorative: женище/ženište 'large woman' (< жена/йепа 'woman'), 
дебелAH/debelan 'obese person' (< дебёл/debel 'fat (м SG ADJECTIVE)'); 
or (2) diminutive and/or endearing: CTĆuine/stolče 'stool' (< стол/stól 
'chair'), бёбенце/ЬеЬепсе '(dear) baby' (< бебе/ЬеЬе 'baby'). 
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Typical productive non-emotive formations are: 

1 /-ak-/: always stressed, masculine personal nouns: простак/prostak 
'simpleton' (< прост/próst 'simple (M SG)'). 

2 /-ac-/: masculine personal agent nouns from verbal bases: водач/ 
vodač 'leader' (< 1 SG PRS ВОДЯ /vodja '(I) lead'). 

3 /-(e)c-/: masculine personal nouns: лъжец/lažec 'liar' (< 1 SG PRS 
лъжа/laža '(I) lie'). 

4 /-ic-/: feminine nouns, often counterparts to masculine nouns in 
/-(e)c-/: вдовица/vdovica 'widower' (< вдовец/vdovec 'widower'). 

5 /-k-/: diverse feminine nouns, including counterparts to masculine 
personal nouns: водачка/vodačka 'leader (F)', простачка/ 
prostačka 'simpleton (F)'. 

6 /-ost-/: abstract de-adjectival feminine nouns: вярност/vjarnost 
'fidelity' (< верен/veren 'faithful, true (M SG)'). 

There are two types of compounding: (1) with 'linking' vowel /-o-/ 
(/-е-/): хлебопекар/х1еЬорекаг 'bread-baker' < хляб/xljab 'bread' + 
пек-/рек- 'bake'; (2) simple concatenation: кандидат-член/kandidat-
člen 'non-voting member' < 'candidate' -I- 'member'. 

Bulgarian adjectives are regularly used as nouns: HĆBOTo/novoto 'the 
new one/thing (N)'. Several forms of this origin are used only in this way: 
'insect' N SG HaceKÓMo/nasekomo - PL насекоми/nasekómi (as 
adjective). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Adjectives are formed by suffixation and compounding. Productive 
suffixal formations include: 

1 /-(e)n-/: qualitative and relational adjectives: 'successful' м SG 
успешен/uspešen, F SG ycneuma/uspesna (< ycnex/uspex 
'success'). 

2 /-in-/: possessive relational adjectives from animate feminine and 
masculine nouns with singulars in / -а/: сестрин/sestrin 'sister's (м 
SG)' (< cecTpa/sestra 'sister'). 

3 /-ov-/: possessive relational adjectives from masculine personal 
nouns: братов/bratov 'brother's (м SG)' (< брат/brat 'brother'). 

Compound formations use (1) linking with /-о-/ ( /e/) , злочест/ 
zločest 'unfortunate (M SG)' < зъл/zšl 'evil (M SG)' + чест/čest 'fate', or 
(2) simple concatenation, полуграмотен/роН^гатс^еп 'semi-literate 
(M SG)' < полу-/polu- 'semi' -h грамотен/gramóten 'literate (M SG)'. 

See section 3.1.4 for comparative and superlative adjectives. Two other 
stressed prefixes affect the degree of adjectives: (1) BI>3-/vaz- attenuates 
the adjective: въззелён/vAzzelen 'greenish (M SG)'; (2) ПРЁ-/РГЁ-
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heightens it: прёдобър/predobar 'too good, overly good (M SG)\ 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
A small number of Bulgarian non-prefixed imperfective stems are non-
derived, such as пек-/рек- 'bake'. Most are formed with a limited number 
of verbalizing suffixes, which appear in the present and/or aorist stems; 
for example: 

1 present stem in / -0 / ~ aorist stem /-a-/ : 'write' 1 SG PRS nńuia/pisa, 
1 SG AOR nńcax/pisax (< nnc-/pis- 'write'); 

2 present stem /-ej-/ ~ aorist stem /-a-/ : 'live' 1 SG PRS живея/živćja, 
1 SG A O R живях/й1у)'ах (< жив/živ 'alive (M S G ) ' ) ; 

3 present stem in / -0 / - aorist stem /-i-/ : 'go, walk' 1 SG PRS Х О Д Я / 

xodja, 1 SG AOR хбдих/xodix (< хбд/xod 'course, movement'). 

In the process of deriving perfective stems from non-prefixed imper-
fectives the meaning of the verbal base may be augmented (1) by the 
meaning of the perfectivizing prefix or (2) by the semelfactive meaning of 
the perfectivizing suffix /-n-/ . For examples see section 3.2.1. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
The unmarked order of main constituents in simple declarative sentences is 
Subject-Verb-Object: Иван отвори вратата/Ьгап otvori vratata 'Ivan 
opened the door'. Other orders change the logical stress or other stylistic 
nuances: вратата отвори Иван/vratata otvori Ivan 'Ivan opened the 
door' (Rudin 1986: 14ff.; Пенчев/Penčev 1984: 89ff.). 

Adverbial modifiers in verb phrases normally come at the end of the 
sentence: Иван ще дойде тук рано утре/Ivan šte dójde tuk rano utre 
'Ivan will come here early tomorrow'. 

Subjectless sentences are common. Some result from the omission of 
subject pronouns (see section 4.7). Others - with neuter third person 
singular verbs - seem to be genuinely impersonal; these include (1) verbs 
denoting natural phenomena (вали/vali 'precipitates'), (2) the copula 'be' 
plus adjectives (горещо e/gorešto e '(it) is hot'), (3) reflexivized verbs in 
constructions denoting desire/lack of desire, permission or prohibition (see 
section 3.2.1), (4) modal verbs (such as бива/biva 'ought', трябва/ 
trjabva 'needs, must'), (5) certain copular verbs (such as струва ce/struva 
se 'seems', изглёжда/izgležda 'appears'). 

Bulgarian has many clitics - phonologicaily unstressed words - whose 
positions with respect to other constituents are fixed. Proclitics include (1) 
prepositions (из нашата страна/iz našata strana 'throughout our 
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country'), (2) the negative particle не/пе 'not' (see section 4.6), (3) the 
future auxiliary ще/šte (section 3.2.1), (4) the infinitival complementizer 
да/da (искам да nńiua/iskam da piša '(I) want to write'), (5) the 
conjunctions и/i 'and', но/по 'but', a /a 'and/but' and the complementizer 
че/се 'that' (и мене/i mene 'me too' (= 'and me')). 

Enclitics include (1) the definite article (see section 3.1.1), (2) the inter-
rogative particle ли/li (section 4.2), (3) 'short' dative personal pronouns 
denoting possession (section 4.9). 

Two groups of verbal clitics - (1) non-emphatic dative and accusative 
personal pronouns (as indirect and direct objects, respectively) and (2) 
present forms of 'be' - are variable: when the verb phrase is the initial 
constituent of the sentence, they are enclitics on its first stressed con-
stituent; otherwise they are proclitics. In addition, dative pronominal clitics 
precede accusatives; third person singular 'be' follows pronominal clitics 
while other persons and numbers precede them: 

Дал си му ги./Dal si mu gi. 
gave-м SG be-2 SG-PRS him-DAT 

them-ACC 
'(YOU-SG) have given them to him.' 

Дала му ги e./Dala mu gi e. 
gave-F SG him-DAT them-ACC 

b e - 3 SG-PRS 
'(She) has given them to him.' 

Тй си му ги дал./Ti si mu gi dal. 
you-SG be-2 SG-PRS him-DAT them-ACC 

gave-м SG 
'YOU-SG have given them to him.' 

Тя му ги е дал a./Tja mu gi e dala. 
she him-DAT them-ACC be-3 SG-PRS 

gave-F SG 
'She has given them to him.' 

For details on the interaction among various rules of clitic placement see 
Hauge (1976) and Ewen (1979). 

The order of constituents within simple noun phrases is: 

demonstrative + possessive + quantifier -I- adjectival + noun + prepositional 
pronoun pronoun phrase(s) phrase 

The minimal noun phrase is a single noun; the maximal noun phrase 
contains all of the above elements: тёзи мои две много скъпи нови 
книги от Германия/tezi moi dve mnogo skapi novi knigi ot Germanija 
'these my two very expensive new books from Germany'. 

Quantifiers include cardinal numerals and other quantifying words, such 
as малко/та1ко 'few, little' and MHÓro/mnogo 'many, much' (see section 
4.10). Only cardinal numerals co-occur with pronouns; *тёзи мои много 
книги/tezi mói mnogo knigi 'these my many books' is impossible. 

The definite article and demonstrative pronouns do not co-occur: тези 
книги/tezi knigi 'these books' or книгите/knigite 'the books'. 

Adjectival phrases contain any number of adjectives. Adjectives are 
modified by adverbs of quantity or degree, which regularly precede them: 
много интересен човёк/mnógo interesen čovek 'a very interesting 
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person'. Adverbs of this type also modify predicate adverbials (above): 
много хубаво/mnógo xubavo 'very nicely'. 

Adjectives and other inflected noun-phrase attributes may follow their 
heads. Very rhetorical, this usage is common in poetry, both literary and 
folk: вековё цели/разум и съвест с нёя се борят .. ./vekove celi/ 
razum i savest s neja se bóijat . . . 'entire centuries/reason and conscience 
struggle with it . . . ' (= 'centuries entire'; Xristo Botev, cited Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 286). 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
There are two types of interrogative sentences. 

1 Yes-no questions use several question-markers; much less frequently, 
they are formally identical to declarative sentences but carry a final rising 
intonation (rather than a falling, declarative intonation). 

Neutral yes-no questions use the particle ли/li. The particle follows the 
first stressed constituent of the verb phrase, if the scope of interrogation is 
the entire sentence; otherwise it follows the interrogated constituent. In 
either case, the constituent to which the particle is attached begins the 
question: 

Искат ли paicńfl?/Iskat li rakija? 
'Do (they) want brandy?' 
Ракйя ли ńcKaT?/Rakija li iskat? 
'Is it brandy (they) want?' 

Rarely, the questioned constituent is not initial: можеш да плуваш ли?/ 
možeš da pluvaš li? and да плуваш ли м о ж е ш ? ^ а pluvaš li možeš? 'can 
(you-SG) swimV (Граматика /Grama t ika 3: 53). 

In neutral questions an overt subject may follow or precede the inter-
rogated verb phrase. The latter construction, which topicalizes the subject, 
is marked by a sharp intonational rise over the subject followed by a slight 
pause before the predicate: ще дойде ли HeaH?/šte dójde li Ivan? ~ 
Иван I ще дойде ли? /^ап ! šte dójde li? 'will Ivan come?'. 

Дали/dali introduces a strongly rhetorical question or one which the 
speaker regards as difficult to answer in some sense: дали ще ни 
npneMaT?/dali šte ni priemat? 'will (they or won't they) accept us?' 
(Граматика/Gramatika 3: 54). 

Нали/паН introduces a question anticipating a positive answer: нали 
сте болен?/па11 ste bólen? '(you-м SG POLITE) are sick(, aren't you)?'. It 
is also the universal tag question after declarative sentences: той e болен, 
нали?Л<У e bólen, nali? 'he's sick, isn't he?'. 

Н и м а / т т а forms questions anticipating negative answers, often with a 
sense of surprise, shock or doubt: нима той ме e в и д я л ? / т т а tój me e 
vidjal? 'did he see me?' (= could he possibly have seen me?). 
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A positive simple question is answered да/da 'yes' or нё/пе 'no' to 
express the hearer's assertion of the truth or falseness of the corresponding 
statement: 

Иван, изпрати ли писмото?/Ьгап, izprati li pismóto? 
'Did Ivan send the letter?' 
True: Да, (изпрати го)./Da, (izprati go). 
4Yes, ((he) sent it).' 
False: He, (не ró изпрати)./№, (ne gó izprati). 
'No, ((he) didn't send it).' 

Simple negative questions, formed with the negative particle не/пе, are 
answered on the basis of the hearer's assertion of the truth or falseness of 
the corresponding positive statement: 

He изпрати ли Иван nncMÓTO?/Ne izprati li Ivan pismóto? 
'Didn't Ivan send the letter?' 
He did not send it: He, (не ró изпрати)./Ые, (ne gó izprati). 

'No, ((he) didn't send it).' 
He did send it: Да, изпрати го./Da, izprati go. 

'Yes, (he) sent it.' 

As an answer to a negative question, да/da alone is unacceptable. See 
JlaKoea/Lakova (1978; examples hers). 

2 Constituent questions are formed with interrogative pronouns (see 
section 3.1.3) and interrogative adverbs such as как/как 'how', къдё/ 
kade 'where', Kora/koga 'when' and 3aujó/zaśtó 'why'. Such WH words 
generally begin questions: какво виждаш? /ка^о viždaš? 'what do (you-
SG) see?'. Prepositions always precede the WH words they govern: с кого 
pa6ÓTHin?/s kogo rabotiš? 'with whom are (you-SG) working?'. Multiple 
WH words normally occur in the beginning of the sentence: кой какво 
кога Ka3Ba?/kój kakvo koga kazva? 'who says what when?' (= 'who what 
when says'). Questions with non-initial WH words are interpreted as echo 
questions: ти си видял Koró?/ti si vidjal kogo? 'you-SG saw whom?' 
(Rudin 1986: 82). 

WH words and ли/li co-occur in two ways. (1) ли/li after an initial WH 
word makes a strongly rhetorical question: и каква ли сладост намират 
в Hero?/i kakva li sladost namirat v nego? 'and what sweetness do (they) 
find in it?'. (2) Sentence-final ли/И makes an echo question: какво ще 
ям л и ? / к а ^ о šte jam И? 'what will (I) eat?', as an echo to какво ще 
ядёш?/каЫ> šte jadeš? 'what will (you-SG) eat?' (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 61). 

Simple questions with дали/dali or, less commonly, ли/li and questions 
with WH words may be embedded in diverse syntactic positions: 
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He зная дали e там./Ne znaja dali e tam. - Не зная там ли e./Ne znaja tam li е. 
'(I) don't know whether (he/she/it) is there.' 

(Дали/dali is more common in indirect questions than ли/И; Rudin 1986: 
63.) 

Пйтаха ме, кой те e търсил./Pitaxa me, kój te e tarsil. 
ł(They) asked me who was looking for you-SG.' 

Commands are expressed with simple or compound imperatives. Simple 
imperatives are limited to second person singular and plural (see section 
3.2). Negative simple imperatives use (1) the negated simple imperative or 
(2) недей(те) fla/nedej(te) da -I- second person present tense: не пиши!/ 
ne piši! ~ недей да nńnieiu!/nedej da pišeš! 'don't write (you-SG)!'. 
Rarely, Hefleń(Te)/nedej(te) is followed by the vestigial infinitive (section 
3.2): недей nńca!/nedej pisa! Only simple imperfective imperatives can 
be negated. Positive imperatives are possible for both imperfective and 
perfective verbs; imperfectives carry a sense of urgency lacking in per-
fectives. 

Compound imperatives use дэ/da or нёка (да)/пека (da) + present 
tense: 

Нёка аз (да) nńuia!/Neka az (da) piša! 
'Let me write!' 
Да знаеш какво става!/Da znaeš kakvo stava! 
Ł(YOU-SG) should/ought to know what's happening!/May (you-SG) know what's 
happening!' 

Second-person formations with да/da are more categorical than simple 
imperatives. Forms with нёка/пёка carry an element of exhortation; they 
are uncommon in the second person (Граматика/вгатайка 3: 69ff.). 

Present- and future-tense forms spoken with the intonational pattern of 
simple imperatives commonly serve as imperatives: ще п и ш е т и TN!/šte 
pišeš i ti! 'and you-SG too will write!'. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
Copular sentences use 'be' or one of a small number of other verbs, notably 
бивам/bivam '(I) happen (to be)', оставам/ostavam '(I) remain', 
ставам/stavam '(I) become'. Predicate adjectives, including participles, 
agree in number and gender with the subject: Мама изглёжда болна/ 
Mama izgležda bólna 'Mother looks sick-F SG'. With second person plural 
personal pronouns referring to singular addressees for politeness (see 
section 3.2), participles in compound verbal forms and predicative adjec-
tives are singular and masculine or feminine as appropriate; simple verbal 
forms are plural: вйе сте била много добра/vie ste bila mnógo dobra 
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'you (= F SG) have been very kind' (= 'you-PL are-2 PL be-F SG-PAST PART 
very kind-F SG'). In formal writing and speech adjectives and participles in 
these constructions are often plural. 

Perceived qualities or states are commonly expressed by impersonal 
sentences using neuter adjectives, 'be' and optional prepositional phrases 
with на/па or clitic dative personal pronouns: 

Студёно ми e./Studeno mi e. 
i feel cold.' (= cold-N SG me-DAT is') 
На Иван му e много скучно./Na Ivan mu e mnogo skučno. 
ivan is very bored.' (== Чо Ivan him-DAT is very boring-N SG'; for duplicated 
pronoun see 4.7) 

A similar construction with a small number of nouns, like CTpax/strax 
'fear', срам/sram 'shame', uses an accusative pronoun: срам го e/sram 
go e 'he is ashamed' (= 'shame him-ACC is') (Граматика/вгатайка 3: 
95). 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
The coordination of all types of phrasal constituents is possible with the 
conjunction и/i 'and' preceding the last coordinated constituent: купих си 
риза, чадър и шапка/kiipix si riza, čadar i šapka '(I) bought myself a 
shirt, an umbrella and a hat'. Repetition of the conjunction before all 
conjoined elements stresses their parallelism: и Пётър и Иван отидоха 
на мач/i Petar i Ivan otidoxa na mač 'both Peter and Ivan went to the 
game'. 

Complete sentences are conjoined with и/i: дъжд вали и вятър 
духа/dšžd vali i vjatar duxa 'rain is falling and wind blowing'. Here 
repetition or deletion of the coordinating conjunction adds a stylized, liter-
ary flavour: 

И слънцето се въртёше, и врёмето летёше и изтичаше като стадо, като 
река, като облак./I slanceto se varteše, i vremeto leteše i iztičaše kató stado, 
kató reka, kató óblak. 
'And the sun was revolving, and time was flying and running out like a flock, like a 
river, like a cloud.' (A. Dončev, cited in Грамэтика/Gramatika 3: 294) 

Coordinated subjects generally show plural verbal concord (examples 
above). Singular agreement is also possible, for example (1) with paired 
subjects construed as a unit: в колата ёкна смях и кикот/v kołata ekna 
smjax i kikot 'in the car (there) resounded-3 SG laughter and giggling'; or 
(2) with coordinated series: ние не щё кажем нищо друго освён това 
че всёки човёк и всёки народ тёгли от ума си/nie ne šte kažem 
ništo drugo osven tova če vseki čovek i vseki naród tegli ot uma si 'we shall 
say nothing except that every person and every nation is responsible for 
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itself. For additional details on singular agreement with plural subjects see 
TpaMaTHKa/Gramatika 3: 146-54 (preceding examples there). 

Comitative constructions use a prepositional phrase with c/s 'with': 
майка с дете чакаше на onaiiiKaTa/majka s dete čakaše na opaškata 'a 
mother (together) with a child waited (SG) in the line'. Pronominal heads of 
comitative constructions, regardless of their actual number, are plural, as 
are related verbs: ние с баща ми отидохме на кино/nie s bašta mi 
otidoxme na kino 'I went to the movies with my father/my father and I 
went to the movies' (= 'we with father me-DAT . . . '). Comitative con-
structions are possible as direct and indirect objects: 

Арестуваха ги с баща му./Arestuvaxa gi s bašta mu. 
'(They) arrested him and his father.' ( = ' . . . them-ACC with father him-DAT') 
На нас със жена ми ни изпратиха подарък./№ nas sas žena mi ni izpratixa 
podarak. 
'(They) sent me and my wife a gift.' (— 'to us-ACC with wife me-DAT US-DAT . . . ' ) 

Other types of coordination utilize other conjunctions: или/ili 'or', или 
... или/i l i . . . ili 'either . . . or', a/a 'and, but' (contrasting opposition), но/ 
no 'but, however' (strong contrast, contradiction), обаче/оЬасе 'however' 
(stronger, more literary form of но/по): 

Аз имам чадър, а тя няма./Az imam čadar, a tja njama. 
'I have an umbrella, but she doesn't.' 
Пиесата има голям успех, но въпрекй това падна./Piesata ima goljam uspex, 
no vapreki tova padna. 

'The play had great success, but nevertheless closed (literally 'fell').' 

4.5 Subordination 
Headed relative clauses, postposed to noun phrases, are marked by initial 
relative pronouns (see section 3.1.3), preceded by prepositions governing 
them. The number and gender of relative pronouns agree with their ante-
cedents; case is determined by the function of the pronouns in the relative 
clauses: изпратих пакет на студента, с когото се запознахме 
миналата година в София/izpratix paket na studenta, s kogóto se 
zapoznaxme młnalata gódina v Sofija '(I) sent a package to the student, 
with whom I got acquainted (= with whom-ACC self-ACC acquainted-1 PL) 
last year in Sofia'. Relative clauses using relativizers formed from inter-
rogative adverbs modify prepositional and adverbial phrases: намёрих 
книгата там, къдёто я бях оставил/namerix knigata tam, kadeto ja 
bjax ostavil '(I) found the book there, where (I) had left it'. 

Relative pronouns with noun phrase antecedents have alternative 
formations with the invariant relative pronoun дёто/deto 'that'. Most 
frequent in dialects, this construction is colloquial in literary Bulgarian: 
това e книгата дето ( ~ която) бёше на MacaTa/tova e knigata deto 
( - kojato) beše na masata 'that is the book that (which) was on the table'. 
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If дёто/dćto is not the subject of its clause, the clause may contain a clitic 
personal pronoun 'echoing' the grammatical categories of the antecedent; 
in relativization from a prepositional phrase a full, stressed personal 
pronoun is necessary as the object of the preposition: 

Това e книгата дето (я) купих./Tova e knigata deto (ja) kupix. 
This is the book that (it) (I) bought.' 
Това e книгата дето говорехме за нея./Tova e knigata deto govorexme za 
neja. 
This is the book that (we) spoke about (it).' 

See Rudin (1986: 129-30) for discussion; the examples are hers. 
Free (headless) relatives are possible: 

Вземй каквото искаш!/Vzemi kakvoto iskaš! 
'(YOU-SG) take whatever (you-SG) want!' 
Който не внимава, той прави грешки./Kójto ne vnimava, tój pravi greški. 
'Whoever doesn't pay attention, makes mistakes.' 

In multiple free rlatives all WH words are clause initial: който където e 
свикнал, там си живее/kójto kadeto e sviknal, tam si živee 'everyone 
lives where he's accustomed' (= 'whoever wherever is became-
accustomed-M SG, there self-DAT lives'; Rudin 1986: 167). 

The complementizer че/се 'that' introduces subordinate clauses as 
complements of verbs of saying or believing, as complements of nouns and 
as sentential subjects: 

Мисля че скоро ще завали дъжд./Misija če skóro šte zavali dažd. 
'(I) think that soon (it) will rain.' 
Имам чувство че ще дойдат./1тат čuvstvo če šte dójdat. 
'(I) have a feeling that (they) will come.' 
Сйгурно e че няма да дойдат./Sigurno e če njama da dójdat. 
'(It) is certain that (they) won't come.' 

In place of an infinitive, Bulgarian uses a subordinate clause consisting 
of да/da plus a present-tense verbal form which agrees in person and 
number with its implicit subject. Infinitive-like '^-clauses' are used as 
complements of many modal verbs (for example, трябва/tijabva '(it) is 
necessary', искам/iskam '(I) want', MÓra/moga '(I) can'), as comple-
ments of verbs of motion or being, as nominal complements, as sentential 
subjects and in indefinite constructions with 'have' and 'have not': 

Искам да отида на мач./iskam da otida na mač. 
4 0 want-1 SG to go-1 SG to a game.' 
Дошли сме да слушаме музика./Došli sme da slušame muzika. 
4We) have come to listen-1 PL to music.' 
Нямам намерение да се напрягам./Njamam namerenie da se napijagam. 
'(I) don't have (the) intention to exert-1 SG myself.' 
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R I I ' I I Имам с кого да говоря./Imam s kogo da govoija. 
'(I) have someone to talk to.' (= 'have-1 SG with whom-ACC to talk-1 SG') 

The subject of a main clause may differ from that of a da-clause: дошли 
сме да ни разкажете за пътуването си в България/došli sme da ni 
razkažete za patuvaneto si v Balgarija ' ( w e ) have come for (you-PL) to tell 
us about your (own) trip to Bulgaria'. See Rudin (1986) for discussion of 
Bulgarian complementizers and relative clauses. 

The vestigial infinitive (see section 3.2.1) occurs rarely in the literary 
language as the complement of MÓra/moga '(I) can' and смея/smeja '(I) 
dare', and in negative imperatives (section 4.2): не мога писа/ne móga 
pisa '(I) can't write'. Da-clauses are normal here: не мога да пиша/ne 
móga da piša '(I) can't write'. 

Diverse subordinate clauses expressing circumstances related to the 
actions of main clauses are formed with subordinating conjunctions. 

1 Conditional clauses use the conjunction ако/ако 'if (or its colloquial, 
poetic variant да/da). Real conditionals use indicative verbal forms in both 
condition and result clauses: ако дойдат, ще ги видим/ako dójdat, šte 
gi vidim 'if (they) come, (we) will see them'. Contrary-to-fact conditionals 
normally use imperfect or past perfect indicative forms in the condition 
clause and subjunctive or past future indicative forms in the result clause; 
these tense distinctions apparently entail no semantic differences: бих я 
поздравил (щях да я поздравя), ако бях там/bix ja pozdravil (štjax 
da ja pozdrayja), ako bjax tam '(I) would greet/would have greeted her, if 
(I) were/had been there'. 

2 Other subordinate clauses function as predicate adverbials of time, 
place, manner, reason and so on: 

Говорит, без да знаеш какво става./Govoriš, bez da znaeš kakvo stava. 
'(You-SG) speak without knowing ( e without to know-2 SG) what is happening.' 
Доколкото ми e известно, няма да дойдат./Dokólkoto mi e izvestno, njama 
da dójdat. 
4 As far as (it) is known to me, (they) will not come.' 

In written and formal spoken Bulgarian participial phrases often replace 
relative clauses. An active participle - either present or aorist - replaces a 
subject relative pronoun and its verb. The participle is present tense if the 
action of the verb in the relative clause is contemporaneous with that of the 
main verb; it is aorist if the action of the verb of the relative clause pre-
cedes that of the main verb: 

Познавах протестйращите xopa./Poznavax protestiraštite (PRS ACT PART) xora. 
'(I) knew the protesting people.' 
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Намёрихме пристйгналия влак./Namerixme pristignalija (AOR ACT PART) vlak. 
'(We) found the arrived train.' 

A past passive participle replaces a transitive verb and direct object rela-
tive pronoun: намёрих загубената книга/патёйх zagubenata (PAST 
PASS PART) kniga '(I) found the lost book'. 

The sense of a present passive participle (otherwise lacking) is expressed 
by an imperfective past passive participle: носена от слабия утринен 
вятър, [отровна мъгла] запълзя .../nošena (IMPFV PAST PASS PART) 
ot slabija utrinen vjatar, [otrovna magla] zapalzja . . . 'carried by the weak 
morning wind, [a poisonous fog] drifted . . . ' (Маслов/Maslov 1981: 
262). 

Participial phrases regularly allow diverse predicative elements: много 
ca желаещите да почиват тук/mnógo sa želaeštite (PRS ACT PART) da 
počivat tuk 'many are those wishing (literally 'wishing-the') to vacation 
here' (Narodna mladež, 1 December 1989). While usually preposed to 
their heads (see above), participial phrases may also be postposed:... след 
кардиналните промёни, настъпили в Б К П / . . . sled kardinalnite 
promeni, nastapili (AOR ACT PART) V BKP ' . . . after the fundamental 
changes, which have taken place in the BCP (= Bulgarian Communist 
Party)' (Narodna mladež, 1 December 1989). 

An adverbial subordinate clause may be replaced by a gerundive phrase 
if (1) the subjects of both clauses are the same and (2) the action of the 
subordinate clause is contemporaneous with that of the main clause: 
четёйки новия му роман, намёрих .../četejki novija mu roman, 
namerix . . . '[while] reading his new novel, (I) found ... ' . Postposed active 
participles occasionally function as gerunds: машината тёглеше лёко и 
плавно, не усёщаща TOBapa/mašinata tegleše leko i plavno, ne 
useštašta (PRS ACT PART) tovara 'the car drew away easily and smoothly, 
not feeling the load' (Маслов/Maslov 1981: 282-3). 

Gerundive phrases are limited to formal writing and speech, and even 
there they are avoided. A study of a corpus of 15,000 words of a modern 
Russian novel and its Bulgarian translation found that of 107 gerunds in 
the Russian original, only fifteen (14 per cent) were translated as Bulgarian 
gerunds; the rest were replaced by subordinate clauses (Дончева/ 
Dončeva 1975). 

The extraction of interrogative and relative pronouns from various types 
of embedded clauses has been studied by Rudin (1986). The following 
summarizes her major findings. 

Questions cannot be formed by extraction from indirect (embedded) 
questions: *кого се чудиш кой e видял?/kogó se čudiš kój e vidjal? 
'whom do (you-SG) wonder who saw?'. However, interrogation and 
extraction are possible over the complementizer че/се 'that': кого 
мислиш че e BHfl5M?/kogó misliš če e vidjal? 'whom do you think that he 
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saw?' (examples from Rudin 1986: 105f.). 
Relative-clause formation can move relative pronouns an indefinite 

distance: книгата, която ти ми каза че Иван мисли че Петър иска 
да купи .../knigata kojato ti mi kaza če Ivan misli če Petar iska da kupi. . . 
'the book which you-SG told me that Ivan thinks that Peter wants to buy 
.. . ' . Similarly, the relativizer дето/deto 'that' is interpreted over an 
unbounded domain: книгата дето ти ми каза че Иван мисли че 
Петър иска да (я) купи .../knigata deto ti mi kaza če Ivan misli če Petar 
iska da (ja) kupi . . . 'the book that you-SG told me that Ivan thinks that 
Peter wants to buy (it) . . . ' . 

The formation of WH relative clauses is blocked in two instances: 

1 The determiner of a noun phrase cannot be relativized: *това e 
момчето (на) което трябва да намерим (нёговата) майка/ 
*tova e momčeto (na) koeto tijabva da namerim (negovata) majka 'this 
is the boy (of) whom (we) must find (his) mother'. 

2 Relativization out of a noun phrase containing a head noun and a 
modifying clause is impossible: *това e момчето на коёто 
мисълта че (му) дадохме бонбони ядосва лёкаря/'Чоуа е 
momčeto na koeto misalta če (mu) dadoxme bonboni jadosva lekaija 
'this is the boy to whom the thought that (we) gave him candies angers 
the doctor'. 

Relativization with дёто/deto is grammatical in both cases. See Rudin 
(1986: 140-3) for additional discussion (examples hers). 

The complementizer че/се 'that' cannot in general be deleted, including 
cases with movement across the complementizer: 

Мйсля че си видял човёка./Mislja če si vidjal čoveka. 
'(I) think that (you-SG) saw the man.' 
Not *Мйсля си видял .../*Mislja si vidjal... 
'(I) think you saw 
Познавам човёка когото мйсля че си видял./Poznavam čoveka kogóto misija 
če si vidjal. 
'(I) know the man whom (I) think that you saw.' 

Infrequent examples with deletion of the complementizer are reported in 
direct speech (or thought): мисля си, ти си видял човёка/mislja si, ti si 
vidjal čoveka '(I) think (to myself): you-SG saw the man' (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 344). 

4.6 Negation 
A sentence or any of its constituents can be negated. If the scope of nega-
tion is the entire sentence, the negative particle не/пе attaches to the verb: 
той не работи/tój ne raboti 'he doesn't work'. Otherwise, не/пе 
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precedes the negated constituent, which generally begins the sentence: не 
на Иван дадох книгата/ne na Ivan dadox knigata 'it wasn't Ivan I gave 
the book to' (= 'not to Ivan gave-1 SG book-the'). 

Negative sentences are conjoined with Hń(To)/ni(to) 'neither, nor', 
repeated before each conjoined constituent: нито Иван, нито Валя, 
нито Димчо не знаят, къдё живея/nito Ivan, nito Valja, nito Dimčo 
ne znajat, kade živeja 'neither Ivan, nor Valja, nor Dimčo know where I 
live'. 

Negative constituent questions (see section 4.2) use negative pronouns 
and other negative pro-forms (section 3.1.3); here не/пе accompanies the 
verb as well: 

На никого не казах новината./Ыа nikogo ne kazax novinata. 
'(I) told no one the news.' (= to no-one-ACC not told-1 SG news-the') 
Нйкога не слушат./Nikoga ne slušat. 
'(They) never listen.' 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
The principal anaphoric pronouns of Bulgarian include: 

1 third-person personal pronouns: той/tój 'he, it' 
2 personal possessive pronouns: негов/nćgov 'his, its' 
3 demonstrative pronouns: този/tózi 'this (M SG)' 

онзи/ónzi 'that (M SG)' 
такъв/takav 'such (M SG)' 

Forms in /on- / are marked as distanced from the speaker; forms in / t - / 
are unmarked. 

4 relative pronouns: кбйто/kójto 'who, which, that (м SG)' 
какъвто/kakavto 'which sort (м SG)' 

5 reflexive pronouns: себе си/sebe si '-self' 

(See section 3.1.3 for full paradigms; for relative, reflexive and personal 
possessive pronouns see also sections 4.5, 4.9 and 4.10.) For example: 

Speaker А: Тя пише нова граматика./Tjži piše nova gramatika. 
'She's writing a new grammar.' 

Speaker В: Тази граматика не мё интересува/Tazi gramatika ne me 
interesuva. 
This grammar doesn't interest me.' 

or В: Това не мё интересуea./Tova ne me interesuva. 
'This doesn't interest me.' 

Anaphoric adverbs are formed from the demonstrative root / t - / 'this'; 
for example, там/tam 'there', тука/tuka 'here', Toraea/togava 'then': 
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Откриха нов магазин. Там продават всичко./Otkrixa nov magazin. 
Tam prodavat vsičko '(They) found a new store. There (they) sell every-
thing.' 

The omission of pronominal subjects, including first and second person, 
is extremely common. In a comparison of a Russian novel and its Bulgarian 
translation, Дончева/Dončeva (1975) found that Bulgarian omitted 58 
per cent of possible personal pronominal subjects (Russian only 42 per 
cent). Omission is naturally facilitated by verb and adjective concord with 
the subject: болен e/bólen e '(he) is sick-м SG'. Often, however, omission 
leaves the subject ambiguous within its clause: в момента пише/v 
momenta piše 'at the moment (he/she/it) writes'. In such cases the larger 
context provides the appropriate interpretation of the intended subject. 

The presence or absence of overt personal pronominal subjects may be 
affected by discourse factors. According to Маслов/Maslov (1981: 356), 
the pronominal subject is omitted when topic, but retained when focus 
(where it generally identifies the actual agent among a number of possi-
bilities); compare: днес отивам на кино/dnes otivam na kino 'today (I) 
am going to the movies' versus днес аз отивам на кино/dnes az otivam 
na kino 'today I (as opposed to someone else) am going to the movies'. 

'This' and 'that' used alone as subjects of copular verbs are invariably 
neuter singular, and verbal concord is with the predicate: това ca мойте 
нови дрехи/tova sa móite novi drexi 'these (= this-N SG) are my new 
clothes'. 

The definite article marks the presupposition that the referent of the 
noun phrase is known to the participants in the speech or narrated event: 
книгата e интересна/knigata e interesna 'the book is interesting'. See 
Mayer (1988) for details. 

'The former' and 'the latter' are expressed by the definite ordinal 
numerals първият/parvijat 'the first (м SG)' and BTopHHT/vtorijat 'the 
second (M SG)', inflected to agree with their antecedents: първият 
[пример] показва ..., а вторият .../parvijat [primer] pokazva . . . , a 
vtorijat . . . 'the former [example-м SG] shows while the latter . . . ' . 
Longer series use successive ordinal numerals beyond 'second'. 

In colloquial Bulgarian, and to some extent in more formal styles, nouns 
or full, stressed personal pronouns as direct or indirect objects are often 
'echoed' by appropriately inflected clitic personal pronouns (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 186-8, 191). While clitic doubling is generally optional, it is 
subject to discourse factors: an emphasized noun phrase is apt to occur first 
in the sentence - the position of focus - and if the noun is the direct or 
indirect object the clitic pronoun is apt to appear (Rudin 1986: 139). 
Compare: 

Neutral: Казах новините на Иван./Кагах novinite na Ivan. 
'(I) told the news to Ivan.' 
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Focus on Ivan: На Иван му казах новините./Na Ivan mu kazax novinite. 
'(I) told the news to Ivan.' (= 'to Ivan him-DAT told-1 SG news-
the') 

Focus on news: Новинйте ги казах на Иван./Novinite gi kazax na Ivan. 
'(I) told the news to Ivan.' (= 'news-the them-ACC told-1 SG to 
Ivan') 

The pronoun is obligatory if the subject and direct object are ambiguous: 
майката я глёда детёто/majkata ja gleda deteto 'the child takes care of 
the mother' (= 'mother-the-F SG her-ACC takes-care-of child-the-N SG') 
versus детёто го глёда майката/deteto go gleda majkata 'the mother 
takes care of the child' (= 'child-the-N SG it-ACC takes-care-of mother-the-
F SG'). 

Echoed clitics are not possible in WH-relative clauses: *човёка, който 
Борис го видя/čoveka, kój to Boris go vidja 'the person, whom Boris 
saw' (= 'man-the who Boris him-ACC saw-3 SG') (Rudin 1986: 126, for 
discussion; example hers). On the other hand, echoed clitics with дето/ 
deto-relatives are optional or obligatory depending on the syntactic 
function of the relative pronoun (see section 4.5 for examples and refer-
ences). 

Bulgarian grammars describe stressed personal pronouns as 'echoes' of 
subject nouns. Here, however, the nouns are in apposition to the personal 
pronouns: тя, бёдната дама, започна да плаче/tja, bednata dama, 
započna da plača 'she, the poor lady, began to cry' (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 123; also Пенчев/Penčev 1984: 83). 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexive personal pronouns (see section 3.1.3) replace non-subject 
personal pronouns whose antecedents are the subject of the clause in which 
they occur: мия се/mija se '(I) wash myself. Stressed forms - in the case 
of the dative a prepositional phrase with на/па + accusative - are used for 
emphasis: себе си мия/sebe si mija '(I) wash myself. In other, non-
dative prepositional phrases only stressed accusative forms are possible: 
той мисли само за себе си/tój misli samo za sebe si 'he thinks only 
about himself. 

In colloquial Bulgarian first- and second-person non-reflexive forms 
may replace reflexives in prepositional phrases: вземи ме с Te6e!/vzemi 
me s tebe! ~ ... със себе си!/... sas sebe si! 'take me with you/yourself!'. 
Although considered non-standard, this usage is gaining ground. Substi-
tution for direct or indirect objects is ungrammatical: only купи си нови 
Дрёхи!/кир1 si novi drexi!, not *купи ти - *на Te6e...!/*kupi ti ~ *na 
tebe . . . ! 'Buy-2 SG yourself new clothes!'. 

Substitution of personal for reflexive pronoun in the third person regu-
larly changes the pronominal reference: той го мие/tój go mie 'he washes 
him (= someone else)'. 
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The reflexive pronoun always refers to the subject of the verb of the 
clause in which it occurs. Through the subject, even if deleted, it may refer 
to earlier nouns and pronouns: 

Иван иска да си купи нова риза./Ivan iska da si kupi nova riza. 
'Ivan wants to buy-3 SG himself a new shirt.' 

L 

Possessive expressions (see section 4.9) in predicates use reflexive 
personal pronouns and possessive adjectives in much the same way: аз 
взех книгата си/az vzex knigata si T took my (own) book'. The dative 
enclitic reflexive is regularly replaced by the reflexive possessive adjective 
for emphasis: аз взёх своята книга/аг vzex svojata kniga T took my 
own book'. In the first and second person, non-reflexive possessives are 
possible for greater emphasis: взех моята книга/vzex mójata kniga 'it 
was my book that I took' (= 'took 1-SG my book'). Here dative non-
reflexive forms are ungrammatical or questionable: 

*Взёх книгата ми./Vzex knigata mi. 
'(I) took my book/ 
?Дадох му книгата ми./Dadox mu knigata mi. 
'(I) gave him my book.' 

(Маслов/Maslov 1981: 302) 

Reflexive possessives cannot be subjects or predicative nominatives: 
*нужна ми e своята стая/*пййпа mi е svojata staja 'I need my own 
room' ( = 'necessary-F SG me-DAT is own-F SG room-F SG'). 

With plural subjects and verbs of appropriate meanings, reciprocal 
constructions are formed with enclitic reflexive pronouns, dative and 
accusative and/or the expression един друг/edin drug 'one another'. 
Enclitic pronouns are customary for direct and indirect objects: те се 
целуват/tć se celuvat 'they kiss (one another)'. Един друг/edin drug is 
added for emphasis: те се целуват един друг/te se celuvat edin drug 
'they kiss one another'. Един друг/edin drug is the unmarked form of this 
expression; feminine and neuter forms are used only with subjects that are 
all feminine or all neuter, respectively. 

In other, non-dative prepositional phrases reciprocity is expressed only 
by един друг/edin drug: те намират интересни неща един в друг/ 
te namirat interesni nešta edin v drug 'they find interesting things in one 
another'. 

Reciprocal sentences with enclitic reflexive pronouns may be ambiguous 
with respect to number: те си пишат/te si pišat may mean 'they-two 
write to one another' or 'they-more-than-two write among themselves'. 
The ambiguity is eliminated with един друг/edin drug. Compare те 
намират интересни неща едни в други/te namirat interesni nešta 
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edni (PL) v drugi (PL) 'they (more than two) find interesting things in one 
another'. 

In so far as they use the same pronouns, reflexive and reciprocal 
constructions are formally identical. The meaning of the verb often makes 
one or the other interpretation the more likely. Compare: 

Мйят ce/Mijat se. 
'(They) wash themselves.' (not '(They) wash each other.') 
Бият ce./Bijat se. 
'(They) hit one another.' (not '(They) hit themselves.') 

Alternative readings are forced and ambiguities avoided with себе си/ 
sebe si '-self and един друг/edin drug 'one another': 

Мият се един друг./Mijat se edin drug. 
'(They-two) wash one another.' 
Себе си бият./Sebe si bijat. 
'(They) beat themselves.' 

4.9 Possession 
Possession is expressed verbally with имам/imam '(I) have' and its nega-
tive counterpart нямам/njamam '(I) don't have': Иван има много 
приятели/Ivan ima mnogo prijateli 'Ivan has many friends'. Possession in 
noun phrases is expressed in several ways: 

1 Clitic dative personal pronouns (see section 3.1.3): това ca книгите 
ми/tova sa knigite mi 'these are my books' (= 'this-N SG are books-the 
me-DAT'). 

2 Prepositional phrases with на/па: това e домът на брат ми/tova е 
domat па brat mi 'this is the home of my brother'. 

3 Possessive personal pronouns (section 3.1.3): това ca мойте книги/ 
tova sa móite knigi 'these are my books'. 

4 Possessive adjectives derived from personal nouns (section 3.3.2): 
това e братовият дбм/tova e bratovijat dom 'this is (my) brother's 
home'. Adjectives of this sort are colloquial. 

4.10 Quantification 
The principal quantifiers of Bulgarian include cardinal numerals (see 
section 3.1.5), pronominal quantifiers (like колко/ко1ко 'how many, 
much') and MHÓro/mnogo 'many, much', малко/nmlko 'few, little', 
HeMHoro/nemnógo 'not many, much'. 

Two cardinal numerals are inflected for gender: '1' is masculine, 
feminine or neuter, depending on the gender of its head; '2' contrasts 
masculine and feminine/neuter forms. (See section 3.1.5 for forms and 
examples.) 
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Used alone, 'l' governs a singular noun: една книга/edna kniga 'one 
book'. In compounds 'l' is regularly singular and the noun plural or, less 
commonly, singular: тридесет и една книги (KHńra)/trideset i edna (F 
SG) knigi (PL) (kniga (SG)) '31 books' (Граматика/Огатайка 2: 183). 

With all other quantifiers, feminine and neuter nouns are plural: много 
книги/mnógo knigi 'many books (F)', двадесет и две писма/dvadeset i 
dve pisma '22 letters (N)'. Masculine nouns with quantifiers make use of 
both normal and count plurals (see section 3.1.2): 

1 All masculine nouns use the normal plural with 'many', 'few' and 'not 
many' or with 'how many' in exclamations: много студёнти/mnógo 
studenti 'many students', колко студёнти!/ко1ко studenti! 'how 
many students!'. 

2 Masculine personal nouns use the normal plural after cardinal 
numerals '2'- '6' in -(и)ма/-(1)та: двама студёнти/dvama studenti 
'two students'; otherwise they use the ordinary plural or count plural 
(with a clear preference for the former): пет ученици/pet učenici ~ 
пет ученика/pet učenika 'five pupils (PL ~ COUNT PL)'. 

3 Otherwise, masculine non-personal nouns use the count plural: три 
града /tri grada 'three cities (COUNT PL)'. 

'Incorrect' usage with masculine nouns is common; see Граматика/ 
Gramatika (2: 183) and Scatton (1984: 312-13). 

Verbs with cardinal numerals as subjects are singular if the numeral is '1' 
alone; otherwise they are plural: 

Една жена дойдё./Edna žena dojdę. 
'One woman came.' 
Две жени дойдоха./Dve ženi dojdoxa. 
Two women came.' 

Personal pronouns are quantified with cardinal numerals. The pronoun 
occupies the first position; the numeral, generally definite, follows. 
Cardinals in -(n)Ma/-(i)ma ('2'- '6') are used with groups of men or men 
and women: ние двамата ще дойдем/nie dvamata šte dójdem 'we two 
(= two males or a male and a female) will come-1 PL'. 

Quantification is also expressed by nouns denoting measurements 
(литър/litar 'litre'), containers (4auia/čaša 'cup, glass'), collections of 
elements (стадо/stado 'herd'), parts (порция/porcija 'portion') and 
others. The quantifier precedes the noun, which is singular or plural as 
appropriate: литър мляко/litar mljako 'a litre of milk', чифт волове/ 
čift volove 'a pair of oxen'. In these constructions verbal concord is usually 
with the quantifier: чашата вино e била на MacaTa/čašata vino e bila 
na masata 'the glass-F SG of wine-N SG was-F 3 SG on the table'. However, 
groups show two types of concord: singular, focusing on the group as a 
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unit, or plural, focusing on the latter as a collection of individuals: 

Накрая трупа байловчани излёзе на сцёната./Nakraja grupa bajlovčani izleze 
na scenata. 
'Finally a group of inhabitants-of-Bajlovo came-3 SG on stage.' 
Трупа младёжи от Русе заминали за Съвётския съюз./Griipa mladeži ot 
Ruse zaminali za Savetskija sajuz. 

'A group of young-people from Ruse left-3 PL for the Soviet Union.' 

(Граматика/Gramatika 3: 151-2) 

These quantifiers may themselves be quantified as ordinary nouns: две 
чаши вода/dve čaši voda 'two glasses of water'. 

'Existential-be' is има/ima 'has'; its negative counterpart is няма/ 
njama 'hasn't'. They are invariably neuter third person singular and, as the 
syntax of pronominal forms shows, they take direct object complements: 

Нямаше яйца./Njamaše jajca. 
'(There) weren't-3ISG eggs-PL.' 
Има ги вкъщи./Ima gi vkašti. 
'They are at home.' (— 'has-3 SG them-ACC at-home') 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The standard 'Academy' dictionary of Bulgarian (Романски/Romanski 
1955-9) contains over 63,000 entries, of which 25 per cent are foreign 
borrowings or words derived from them (Бояджиев/Bojadžiev 1970). Of 
native lexical items, perhaps as many as 2,000 are directly inherited from 
Proto-SIavonic through Old and Middle Bulgarian (Русинов/Rusinov 
1980: 76). Inherited words represent diverse lexical domains and include 
much of the most common, basic vocabulary of the language. The number 
of words derived from them is perhaps 15-20 times greater, in the order of 
30-40,000. 

The relative weight of inherited Proto-SIavonic material can be esti-
mated from Николова/Nikolova (1987) - a study of a 100,000-word 
corpus of conversational Bulgarian. Of the 806 items occurring there more 
than ten times, approximately 50 per cent may be direct reflexes of Proto-
SIavonic forms; nearly 30 per cent are later Bulgarian formations and 17 
per cent are foreign borrowings or words derived from them. (The remain-
ing items are problematical; figures mine, EAS.) 

Russian is the only Slavonic language that has had any significant influ-
ence on Bulgarian. Large numbers of native Russian and Russian Church 
Slavonic words are common throughout the language (examples below). 
Until recently, Russian has been the principal intermediary source for 
much of Bulgarian's international vocabulary. 
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5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
Of approximately 16,200 foreign words in Романски/Romanski (1955-
9), a single original source can be found for about 14,500. Of these, 96 per 
cent are attributable to only eight languages, each accounting for at least 1 
per cent or more: 

1 Latin 25.5% (3,700) 
2 Greek 23.0% (3,350) 
3 French 15.0% (2,150) 
4 Turkish* 13.5% (1,900) 
5 Russian 10.0% (1,500) 
6-7 Italian 3.5% (500) 
6-7 German 3.5% (500) 
8 English 2.0% (300) 

^including Arabic and Persian. Figures based on Бояджиев/Bojadžiev 1970. 

The vast majority of Latin borrowings - mostly international terms in 
the areas of politics, civil administration, scholarship, law, medicine and 
others - entered the modern language through Russian or other, western 
languages: администрация/administracija 'administration', секретар/ 
sekretar 'secretary'. (The material here is based on Русинов/Rusinov 
1980: 76-94, and works cited there.) A few date from Old and Middle 
Bulgarian. 

Greek lexical material first entered Bulgarian during the Old Bulgarian 
period, mostly in the areas of religion and civil and military administration: 
HKÓHa/ikona 'icon', деспот/despót. During the Ottoman period, strong 
Greek political and cultural influence facilitated borrowings not only of 
literary, but also common, popular lexical material: пирон/pirón 'nail', 
ёвтин/evtin 'inexpensive'. During the Bulgarian Renaissance (eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries), international vocabulary of Greek origin entered 
Bulgarian through Russian or other languages: граматика/gramatika 
'grammar', демокрация/demokracija 'democracy'. 

French borrowings appear from the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
first from Russian, later directly from French. They are concentrated in 
social and political life, military affairs, cooking, dress and the arts: 
aTaiue/atase 'attache', бюфет/bjufćt 'buffet', такси/taksi 'taxi'. 

Bulgarian borrowings from Turkish (and through Turkish, Persian and 
Arabic) were extremely numerous during the time of the Ottoman domin-
ation. One of the major features of the history of the modern Bulgarian 
literary language - particularly after 1878 - was the systematic replacement 
of Turkish borrowings with Bulgarian neologisms or borrowings from 
Russian or western European languages. Романски/Romanski (1955-9) 
now lists only about 2,000 Turkish borrowings, of which about 800 (house-
hold items, occupations, items of clothing, foods, plants, animals) are sty-
listically neutral: чорап/согар 'sock', чанта/сата 'purse'. The remainder 
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are archaic, dialectal, non-standard and/or pejorative, and generally have 
neutral native synonyms: кютук/kjutuk (from Turkish) versus пън/рйп 
'(tree) stump' (JlaKoea/Lakova 1972). 

In so far as they do not take into account Russian Church Slavonic 
forms (often indistinguishable from native Bulgarian forms) or the inter-
mediary role of Russian in the transmission of international terminology, 
the figures above substantially underestimate the impact of Russian on the 
Bulgarian lexicon. In early Modern Bulgarian, the influence of Russian was 
through Church Slavonic. By the end of the eighteenth and beginning of 
the nineteenth centuries, literary Russian was the predominant foreign 
lexical influence on Bulgarian, and remained so until recently. Russian and 
Russian Church Slavonic lexical items are found in virtually every area of 
Bulgarian vocabulary: вселена/vselena 'universe', вероятен/verojaten 
'probable', старая ce/staraja se '(I) try', обаче/оЬасе 'however'. 

The source of several important formations is indeterminate: Old/ 
Middle Bulgarian literary sources and/or early printed Church books from 
Russia; for example, agent nouns in /-tel/ (учител/učitel 'teacher'), 
abstract nouns in /-ost/ (нежност/nežnost 'tenderness'), deverbative 
nouns in /-ie/ (предложение/predloženie 'proposal'), the present active 
participle (see section 3.2.1). 

German borrowings (mostly military and technical) and Italian borrow-
ings (concentrated in art, music, business and food) date from the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries. 

Prior to 1878 English borrowings were extremely limited; their numbers 
did not increase substantially until after the Second World War. Since then, 
and especially in the last twenty years, English has become the greatest 
foreign lexical influence on Bulgarian, and this influence is now far greater 
than the above figures (based on work more than thirty years old) suggest. 
The impact of English is particularly strong in technology, tourism, sports, 
dress, the arts and music and popular culture: транзистор/tranzistor 
'transistor', мотел/motel, джинси/džinsi 'jeans', танк/tank. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Borrowings are generally adapted to the phonological and morphological 
systems of Bulgarian. Phonological adaptation is limited to eliminating 
segments not found in the Bulgarian phonemic system or to correcting vio-
lations of sequential constraints. For example, geminate consonants are 
regularly replaced by single phonemes: Russian грамматика/grammatika 
becomes Bulgarian граматика/gramatika 'grammar'. Front round vowels 
are replaced by sequences of palatalized or palatal consonants plus back 
vowels: French bureau gives бюро/bjuró 'office'. Russian palatalized 
consonants are eliminated where they do not occur in Bulgarian: Russian 
пятилётка/pjatiletka /p'it ' il 'etka/ gives Bulgarian петилётка/petiletka 
/petiletka/ 'five-year plan'. 
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The last example illustrates an accommodation characteristic of borrow-
ings from Russian and Russian Church Slavonic: the replacement of 
Russian morphological components with their Bulgarian counterparts, in 
this case Bulgarian пет/pćt for Russian пять/pjat ' 'five'. 

While showing some anomalies (below), borrowings are generally 
adapted morphologically. Nouns are assigned to one of the major gender 
classes, generally on the basis of their final segments. Nouns terminating in 
consonants are masculine (English ketchup - кетчъп/ketčap); those 
terminating in / a / are feminine (Rumanian masa - Maca/masa 'table'). 
Nouns terminating in /o e u i/ are neuter if non-personal (French bureau 
- бюро/bjuró 'office') or masculine if personal (French attache- аташе/ 
ataše 'attache'). 

Other, more complex types of adaptation also occur. For example, 
French feminine nouns ending in 'mute e' are regularly borrowed as 
feminine nouns in / -a / : allee- алея/aleja 'avenue, lane'. Greek and Latin 
borrowings show complex suffix alterations and shifts among inflectional 
classes (Първев/Parvev 1979). 

The inflectional behaviour of borrowed nouns may be anomalous. A 
fairly large number of the monosyllabic masculine nouns that take the 
plural suffix / - i / (instead of /-ove/) are foreign (see section 3.1.2). 
Similarly, the velar-dental alternation accompanying the masculine plural 
marker / - i / is often absent (sections 2.2, 3.1.2). 

Borrowed adjectives are altered in order to agree with the shape of 
derived native adjectives. This entails little change in already derived 
Russian adjectives: Russian кольхозный/коГхогпу)' - Bulgarian 
колхозен/коЬюгеп 'collective-farm (M SG)'. Otherwise, a Bulgarian suffix 
is commonly added to the foreign adjective: English loyal - лоялен/ 
lojalen. 

Borrowed adjectives are generally inflected like native adjectives. 
However, in the past, many adjectives borrowed from Turkish without the 
addition of a derivational suffix had a single unchanging form; the few that 
remain continue to do so (see section 3.1.4). Unmodified, uninflected 
adjectives from other sources are still possible, particularly in the colloquial 
language. Many are ephemeral, and even those that survive show syntactic 
idiosyncrasies (Първев/Parvev 1979: 233f.). For example, гроги/grógi 
(from English groggy) is used only predicatively: той e гроги/tój e grógi 
'he is groggy'. 

Borrowed verbs are most commonly assimilated into the third con-
jugation with the suffix /-ira-/ (of German origin): English train -
тренирам/treniram '(I) train'. Most verbs of this type are bi-aspectual 
(see section 3.2.1). There is a tendency in colloquial Bulgarian to integrate 
them into the aspectual system by creating aspectual mates for them with 
perfectivizing prefixes or the imperfectivizing suffix /-va-/ (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 2: 268). 
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The third-conjugation suffix /-uva-/ is used to assimilate Russian verbs 
in /-ovatV: apecTOBaTb/arestovat' - аресту вам/arestuvam '(I) arrest 
(IMPFV and PRFV)'. Many of these verbs are bi-aspectual. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
Basic colour terms are given in bold; examples are masculine singular. 

'white' бял/bjal 
'black' черен/сегеп 
'red' червён/červen; also ален/а1еп 'scarlet' 
'green' зелен/zelen 
'yellow' жълт/žalt; also рус/rus 'blond (of hair)' 
'blue' сйн/sin; also лазурен/1агигеп 'azure, sky-blue (poetic)' 

and електрик/elektrik 'electric blue (indeclinable)' 
'brown' кафяв/kafjav (< кафё/kafe 'coffee'); also кестеняв/ 

kestenjav 'auburn, chestnut (of eyes, hair, horses)' 
(< кёстен/kesten 'chestnut'), бёжов/bežov 'beige' 

'purple' мбрав/morav; also виолетов/violćtov 'violet', 
пурпурен/purpuren 'crimson (literary, poetic)' 

'pink' розов/rozov (< роза/юга 'rose'); also пембян/pembjan 
- пембён/ретЬёп 'hot pink' 

'orange' оранжев/oranžev 
'grey' сйв/siv 

5.4.2 Body parts 
'head' глава/glava 
'eye' око/око (anomalous plural: 3.1.2) 
'nose' HÓc/nos 
łear' yxó/uxó (anomalous plural: 3.1.2) 
'mouth' уста/usta; note related 'lip' устна/ustna 
'hair' косъм/kósam 'single hair'; Koca/kosa 'head of hair' 
'neck' врат/vrat, шия/šija 
'arm, hand' ръка/гака (anomalous plural: 3.1.2); also длан/dlan 

'palm' 
'finger' пръст/prast 
'leg, foot' крак/кгак (anomalous plural крака/кгака: 3.1.2); also 

'(sole of) foot' стъпало/stapalo, ходило/xodilo 
'toe' пръст/prast (with на крака/па kraka 'of the foot' to 

distinguish 'toe' from 'finger') 
'chest' гърди/gardi (plural of гръд/grad 'breast' (F)') and 

гръден кош/gruden koš (literally 'breast basket') 
'heart' сърцё/sarce 
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5.4.3 Kinship terms 
'mother' м а й к а / m a j k a , and for one's own mother м а м а / т а т а 
'father' 6au ja /baš t a , and for one's own father татко/tatko 
'sister' cecTpa /sestra; also к а к а / к а к а 'older sister' 
'brother' брат /brat (anomalous plural братя /bratja); also б а т к о / 

batko 'older brother' 
'aunt' лёля/lelja 'sister of father or mother', вуйна/vujna 'wife 

of mother's brother', стрина/strina 'wife of father's 
brother'; also dialectal тётка/tetka 'sister of mother' 

'uncle' чичо/čičo 'brother of father' and вуйчо/vujčo 'brother 
of mother'; also dialectal свако/svako, тетин/tetin, 
лелин/lelin 'husband of mother's sister'. Лёля/lelja 
'aunt' and чичо/čičo 'uncle' are used when the more 
precise relationship is unknown and also to address adults 
in general. 

'niece' плёменница/plemennica; also dialectal сестриница/ 
sestrinica 'daughter of sister' and братаница/bratanica 
'daughter of brother' 

'nephew' плёменник/plemennik; also dialectal сёстриник/ 
sestrinik 'son of sister' and братанец/bratanec 'son of 
brother' 

'cousin' female братовчёдка/bratovčedka and male 
брадовчёд/bratovčed 

'grandmother' 6a6a/baba; also used to address elderly women 
'grandfather' дядо/djado; also used to address elderly men 
'wife' жена/йепа (also 'woman'), съпруга/sapruga ('spouse-F') 
'husband' мъж/mšž (also 'man'; anomalous plural: 3.1.2), 

съпруг/saprug ('spouse-M') 
'daughter' дъщеря/dašteija (anomalous vocative: 3.1.2) 
'son' син/sin 

6 Dialects 
Bulgarian dialects are usually divided into west and east with respect to the 
development of late Proto-Slavonic *e jat'. West of a line running north-
south between A and В on map 5.1, *ebecame / e / : 'big' м SG /golem/, PL 
/golemi/, 'milk' /mleko/, 'milkman' /mlekar/. East of the line, stressed *e 
in some (if not all) environments either becomes / a / (as in the literary 
language; see section 2.3) or retains what may have been one of its late 
Proto-Slavonic vocalizations, / a / ; unstressed / e / (reduced phonetically to 
[i], see below) is general: /gol'am gol'em'i ml'ako ml'ekar/ (Стойков/ 
Stojkov 1968: 54-5 for details). 

While not coinciding exactly with the jat' boundary, other important 
isoglosses generally reinforce the east-west division: 
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1 Late Proto-SIavonic *a after alveo-palatal consonants (including y) 
gives *e in the east, but / a / in the west (as in the literary language): 
'frog' east F SG /žaba/ - PL /že b ' i / versus west /žaba/ - /žabi/. 

2 Strong reduction of unstressed / a / to [а], / о / to [и], / e / to [i] is 
typical in the east, especially north-east; in the west it is lacking alto-
gether or limited to / а / > [a] (as in the literary language; see section 
2.1). 

3 Late Proto-SIavonic and *ъ give / a / in the east (as in the literary 
language; section 2.1); in the west both / a / and / a / are common. 

4 East Bulgarian commonly has palatalized labial and dental consonants 
before front vowels and at the ends of words (where they contrast with 
non-palatalized consonants): /z 'etV 'son-in-law'. In the west only 
/ l ' n ' t ' d ' / are common, with / l ' t ' d ' / often replaced by / j ' k ' g ' / ; 
otherwise consonants are non-palatalized (as in the literary language; 
section 2.1). 

5 Proto-SIavonic *tj and *dj are / š t / and /žd/ in the east (the literary 
treatment; section 2.1); besides these also / č 3/, / k ' g ' / , and /šč Ž3/ 
in the west. 

6 Word-internal alternations of /га ~ ar/, /la ~ al/ (see section 2.3) 
are characteristic of eastern dialects; in the west one finds syllabic 
liquids, non-alternating sequences of vowel-liquid or liquid-vowel, or 
in the case of /1/, replacement by / a / or / u / . 

7 In the east present-tense verb forms are as in the literary language (see 
section 3.2). In the west, palatalization is often lost in the first person 
singular and third-person plural: /xoda/ '(I) go'. Alternatively, the 
first person singular may be formed with / -m/ : /xodim/. In the west 
/ -me/ commonly marks the first person plural in all conjugations: 
/xodime/ '(we) go'. 

8 The imperfect past active participle (see section 3.2.1) is typically 
eastern. Clearly, a number of these features bring western dialects 
closer to Serbo-Croat and Macedonian. 

The most archaic Bulgarian dialects are found in south-eastern Bulgaria, 
in the Rhodope mountains. Important features (Стойков/Stojkov 1968: 
87-91) include: 

1 / a / as the reflex of *e and of *a after alveo-palatals: /gol 'am/, 
/gol 'am'i/ , /žaba/; 

2 a single reflex / а / , / а / , / о / or / э / for stressed PSI. *p, ъ, £ ь, with 
palatalized labials and dentals before the reflexes of *ę and ь: *p -
/raka/ 'hand, arm', *ъ - /dks/ 'rain', *f - /m'4so/ 'meat', *ь -
/Kasno/ 'easily'; 

3 'triple' definite article: unmarked / - t - / , / -s-/ for proximity to the 
speaker, / -n- / for distance from the speaker (compare Macedonian); 

4 numerous case vestiges in nouns, adjectives and definite articles. 



Map 5.1 Bulgarian dialects 

Source: Стойков/Stojkov 1968: 63 
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A-B: West vs. East 
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This dialect picture is largely historical, reflecting the speech of 
informants at least 50-60 years of age when the data of the major dialecto-
logical works of the past 30-40 years were collected (Стойков/Stojkov 
1964-81). With the passing of this generation, the spread of literacy, the 
growth of the mass media and the rapid urbanization of the last twenty 
years, the older picture has given way to a much different one mixing tra-
ditional features and the standard language. 

The geographical extent of Bulgarian dialects is controversial. On the 
level of local dialects there is no sharp boundary between the speech of 
western Bulgaria and that of eastern Serbia, former Yugoslav Macedonia 
and areas of Greece and Turkey contiguous to Bulgaria in which Slavonic 
dialects are still spoken. The official Bulgarian position, with respect to 
dialects and earlier historical periods, has been that eastern Serbian 
dialects, all Macedonian dialects in former Yugoslavia and Slavonic 
dialects in Turkey and Greece are dialects of Bulgarian. 
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